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ABSTFPýLA

>this report covers the experimental work and serv1i-- %-•sts
performed in the development of the False Target Shell (FTS)
1',ark I. This device, on ejection from a submarine, is de-
signed to generate a bubble cloud serving as a false target
for subrmarine echo-ranging attack. It is suitable for train-
inv of a'-:.d ooerators as well as for submarine evasion.

.-i-torwation from the Corwanding Officer of the USS SE1.$rEN
concerning the deep water tests of the False Target Shell at
Portsmoath, D. H. on April i7, 1943 arrived after publication
of this ren.ort. This information (I. Bibliography) crncurs
with that given in the reoort.

Successful prosecution of this probleir was made possible by
the cooperation of officers and civilians of the Sound Divi-
Sion.
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1. The 9roblem was authorized by Bureau of Ships letter
c-sz/.16-3( 75' Serial 012-14-10 dated December 12, 1942 under
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(b) uorav to BuShips, S-EF30, dated Aug. 7, 1942,
Orig. file op-16-F-9(SCd)A8-2/EF30 Serial 01962316
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Ejector, E, B. On. Dr, No. 1763-22 to 1753-25

(a) Ordnance Paruohlet No. 725, Ships Pyrotechnics,
August, 1937

(e) Internal Renort No. 100, Pillenwerfer Design,
Orig. file C-EF13-(1) Serial 01203171. NAA London
Report No. A929-L'2 of Nov. 16, 1912."

(f) phil. Nag., 19, 11b7-1151(1935)
(g) NDRC Report ct-sr20-326, dated 10/22/42, NRL

file C-EZl/ 6

(h) NDRC Report 6 .lsr3l-1'37, dated 2/13/42, NFRL file
c-Ezi/6.I
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(j) BuShips ltr. to BuOrd., Orig. file C-SS/A16 -3(330)
dated 2/2-/43, NRL file C-S68/,gS

STATEIKENT OF THqE PROBLEM

2. The development of suitable iraterials to be discharged
from a submerged submarine to generate a bubble screen creating
a false target with echo ranging devices. The following re-
quirerents (Reference (a)) were considered essential to the
bubble screen generator:

(a) Ceneratlon of a cloud of snall bubbles
rather than a vertical stream.

(b) A delay in bubble discharge of about
three minutes.

(c) Safety in storage and handling while
in readiness for discharging.

(d) Bubble screen should persist for
three to five minutes.

(a) Discharged material evolving gas should
have a slight negative buoyancy.

(f) material must be commercially available.
(g) Device must be suitable for discharge

fron the "Submarine ErerrencV Identifi-
cation Signal Ejector".

COPFIDEPTIAL - 1 -



KNO'JWN FACTS Or THE PR0OLE!

3. The Germans have successfully developed and put into
active use a bubble screen generator technically known as
"S-Gerat Vertilger" (Asdic obliterator) or more popularly as
"Pillenwerfer" (Pillthrower). (See Plate 1.) The apparatus is
essr'n-tially an ejector for discharging chemical pellets which
generate a cloud of gas bubbles thereby giving false echoes to
surface eeho-ranging anti-submarine craft. The "Pillenwerfer"
consists of a ctiider aDproxlmately 20" long and 3.2" in
outside diameter with 0.6" wall thickness, containing a loose-
fitting piston operated by a niston rod which passes through a
packing gland in the breech of the cylinder. The outboard end
of Lhe cylinder projects P few inches from the hull and is
covered by a pressure cap controlled by a handwheel. W•ater and
air valves are provided for flooding and draining the tube.
Operation of the "pillenwerfer" is very simple:

With the outer cap closed, the breech
is open % and the bubble generating
pellets inserted in the tube. The air
release valve is then opened and water
is admitted through the water inlet
valve until it is seen to emerge from
the air release valve, both valves are
then clos-ed, the outer cap is onened,
and the pellets are discharged by
pushing the ejector rod forward. The
cap is 'hen closed and the water drained
from the tube in readiness for another
los ding.

The pellets are of unknown composition, cylindrical in shape
and about 1-1/2" in diameter and -4l/2_" long. It is believed
that the pills do not reach their full intensity of gas evolu-
tion until about two minutes after discharge and then last about
six minutes. More complete information concerning this device
nay be found in Reference (b).

4. While the German pill ejector was especially designed
for that purpose, any bubble screen generator developed at the
Laboratory must be suitable for discharge from the submarine
Emergency Identification Siunal Ejector. plans of the ejector
for submarines SS193 to 200 were obtained, Reference (e). This
ejector is designed to Lire by air pressure a signal shell.
Unlike the German "Pi1'enwerfer" the barrel is built in tw.o
sections with a space in between the barrels for a muzzle
closing mechanism of the swinging gate type. This gap between
the barrels is 2-3/3" long and k±" in diameter. A nellet smaller
tlan 2-3/83" mirht fall into this onening while one only slightly
long-er might jam in the barrel. The Mark II viod. 2 Submarine
hnergency Identification Signal (Reference (d)) used in this

ejector Is an ogival headed tube 3-1-/2"1 long and 5" in dian,-
eter expelled in its entirety from the subnarine. As the-slgnal

COVTR•IDEUTIAL - 2 -



leaves the ejector, a tripping lever is raised by contact with
a lug in the ejector, thereby cocking and releasing a firing
haLrxmc- which strikes and fires a primer igniting a time fuze.
The faze burns for approximately 25 seconds and ignites an ex-
nelling charge of black powder which ejects the signal from the
case.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIOrS

5. The study of bubble and wake phenomena is at present
in progress at a number of laboratories. A complete picture of
the quantitative relations involved has not as yet been attained.
Information is here presented from outside reports merely to give
an idea as to the order of magnitude of the factors involved and
does not represent an attempt to evaluate or analyze the data.
The reflection of sound by bubbles is critical with bubble size.
In Table I (Reference (e)) are given volumes of gas at a hydro-
static pressure of one atmosphere required for various bubble
sizes to simulate an eauivalent spherical target of 100 meter
diameter vith an echo ranging freauency of 20 kilocycles/second.

Table I

Diameter of each bubble Total volume of gas required
0.010 cm. 9000 liters
0.020 750
0.030 50
0.02 2.5
0.2 a 75
o.o6o 750
0.200 hLoo

The small volume of gas renuired for bubbles of diameter
0.032 cm0 is accounted for by the fact that bubbles of this
diameter resonate to a frequency of 20Kc/sec. Bubbles of diam-
eter other than this resonating size require a much larger volume
of gas to nroduce the same effect with a given frequency, The
relation between bubble diameter and frenuency for resonant con-
ditions at a hydrostatic oressure of one atwosphere is given by

640
Freouency = (-----------------------(1)

Bubble diameter in cms.

6. However, resonant frequency varies also with pressure
or depth of water. Neglecting surface tension effects which are
sn~all with bubbles of the size under consideration, -the variation
of resonant frequency with presLure is shown by equation (2)
Referenco (f). Equation (I) was obtAtined from this expression by
grouiPL- of constants.

CONFIDENŽTIAL - 5-



Freocuency = 1 (2)
Z2,rr W

Where r is the radius of the bubble, K is the ratio of the snecif-
ic heats of the gas at constant uressure and constant volume, P
is the hydrostatic nre~sase on the bubble, and d is the density
of the water. Assuming a frequency of 20 KC/se"., the variation
of resonant bubble size with pressure may be determined as listed
in Table II.

Table II

Diameter of Bubble nepth of Water
U.052 C M. 0 MEt
0.072 50
0.069 100
0.101 1.50
C.112 2000. 1• 300
0:1 5 40e

To cover the frequency range of 18 to 32 wc/sec. at atmospheric
pressure, bubble sizes varyLng from 0.020 to 0.037 cm. would be
required; to cover the same freouencies at a 4O0 ft. deoth bubble
diameters of 0.091 to 0.161 er. would be necessary.

7. persistence or duration of bubbles is denendent unon
their rate of rise and initial depth and also uaon their rate of

solution. Rate of rise of air bubbl.. varieE with bubble size
as shown in Table III. The values ijven in the table below were
taken fror. data given by Pekeris (Refe-ence (g)).

Table III

Bubble Diameter Rate of Rise
in Centimeters in 'cWssec.

0.020 1.2
0.030 2.3
0 ,Oo 3.6
0.060 6.6
0.100 15.0
0.200 27.0
0.300 27.0
1.000 21.0
2.000 31.0

It is readily seen that the velocity of the bubbles increases
markedly with diameter until a otaiaeter. of 0.200 ems. is reached

from which point the velocity is relatively conetant at 27.0
ce.ntireters per second.

CO'WD- InMTIAL - -



B. A study -f the solution rate of air bubbles in water
at various pressures has been wade by Wyman (Reference (h)).
Except for a slightly faster initial rate, it was found that the
rate of' shrinkage of air bubbles in a given deoth of water was
linear with time .-ithin the size range of interest to this re-
nort. Further, the rate of solution was found to increase with
hydrostatic pressure or denth until a limiting value was reached
at 15-20 meters (50-65 feet) as shown in Table IV.

Table IV

Depth of Water Bubble Diameter Time to Decrease
in Pleters Decrease in ems/sec. Bubble Diam. 0.01 cm.

5 dx 10) 125 seconds
10 11 93
20 15 66
50 16o
10057
200 18 54

The rate of solution of bubbles in water is governed by the
solubiiity of the gas, the thickness of the gas liquid shell
boundary, rate of diffusion of the gas through this boundary,
hydrostatic pressure, and partial pressure of the gas in the
water. A rough idea of the order of magnitude of rates of
solution may be obtained from the solubilities of gases in water
as given in Table V. The solubilities are in unit volume of gas
dissolved in unit volume of water at 25CC and atmospheric pres-
sures

Table V

Gas Vol/volume
NitFogen 0.0143
Air 0.0171
Hydrogen 0.0175
Oxygen 0.0283
methane 0.0701
Phosphine 0o20
Carbon Dioxide 0.759
Acetylene 0.93
Ar onia 63)0.0

q. Ponsible methods of generating bubbles considered
vere:

1. iechanical
(a) Discharge of cylinders containing

compressed gas.
(b) Discharge of fluid directly from

sub-marine
(1) Spray gun and wetting agent
(2) Discharge of liquid solvent

containigr gas
(3) Compressed gas through porous

plates

2. Chemical
(a) Dischiarge of a chemical to generate

gas on vater contact.

C rNFIDR1TIAL - 5



All nf the above methods are feasible and the advantages and
disadvantages of each were weighed.

10. Acting on the premise that 6 cu.ft. of bubbles of
the proper size would give a good echo comnarable to that of a
submarine, this amount of gas could be compressed into an alumi-
num cylinder under 1800 lbs. oressure having a weiwht filled of
anproximately 1300 grams and an outside volume of 1950 cc. To
have a slightly negative buoyancy with this volume the cylinder
could weigh 2050 grams, or a difference of 730 grams. If added
exterior parts were of aluminum or other material of similar
densityr their weight could be 1180 grams (2.6 lbs. ) and still
maintain a density only sli,:htly higher than iea water ( i.e.
1.h04 g/cc.). From this 2.6 lbs. of aluminum would have to be
designed, a discharge device, delay mechanism, hydrostatic pres-
sure control, and elther a x.orous nlate or nozzle for producing
swall bubbles. In addition to this a special high oressure
cil!nder suitable for discharge from the submarine signal ejector
would have to be made. In view of the difficulties involved and
since by chemical methods the yield of gas with the same weight
and volume restrictions could be i1-nroved by a factor of ten, the
use of compressed cylinders was discarded pending work on chem-
ical units.

11. The discharge of bubbles or bubble generating fluids
from the submarine offers the eas! method of control, but
lacks the important element of delay. Comnressed gas from
cylinders could be forced throueh a nozzle or a spray gun with
water through a salvage connection on the submarine to generate
bulbbles. Possibly very fine bubbles of controlled size could be
generated by the use of a spray gun with a wetting agent. The
third fluid discharge type is the discharge of a liquid contain-
ing a larg"e volume of dissolved gas which is less soluble in sea
water than in the solvent liquid. For examole, acetone at 1500
and atmospheric pressure will dissolve 25 times its volume of
acetylene und at 180 lbs. pressure it vw-ll dissolve 300 times Its
ovn volume. These three methods were eliminated as they lacked
the necessary requirement of delayed action.

EXPL RI! 'E TTAL

12. preliminary tests of a consultative nature before
assignment of the problem to the Laboratory are summarized in
Appendix X. Prom a review of the chemical literature the com-
pounds listed in Tabhe VI below were selected for a more detailed
study.

Table VI

cc. of cu.ft. of cu.ft. of
Corn- mol. Gas Gas/g. Gas/lb.of Density Density Gas/cu.ft.
pound Wt. Evolved of Cmpd. Compound g lb/cu ft. of Cmpd.
o ac2  ~7Tl 02112 05 36rO 2.2 3776
Ai&Cb lL5.9 •CH4 46y y7.18 2.36 1J 7 4 5 1102

Nail 24.0 112 933 14.95 0.92 5Z:4 859Call2. 42. 1 2H2 1065 17.07 1. 0 1 5 910
LWI 8.0 H; 2819 455.10 0.82 51.2 2306
K1204 iA2.2 3/2 02 236 3.78 1.0 62.3 236

COY'PIDEHTIAL - 6 -



The compounds selected for investigation were chosen on the
basis of volume of gas released, solubility of the gas in water,
fire or other hazards incident to the chemical and gas generated
and availability of the chemrical. Laboratory tests were.con-
ducted on a number of other chericals such as calcium phosphide
and c02 producing mixtures of the "alka-seltzer" tyne, i.e.
bicarbonate and a dry organic acid.

13. It will be noticed that no corpounds liberating
nitrogen are found in Table VI. Nitrogen would be an ideal gas
to generate because of its safety and low solubility in water.
However, comnounde releasing nitrogen were unsuitable for the
task due to their exilosive nature or inability to evolve gas
except under special conditions, for exarnle, alkali azides or
apmmoniun' nitrite. Sodium hydride was discarded because of its
high rate of reaction. Even with a coating of oil it had a
tendency to ignite unon contact with water. Aluminum carbide
wasý eliminated without a real test of its properties. A poor
salwole of aluminum carbide was obtained which gave only a feeble
reaction with water and dilute acids. Attempts at ourification
did not improve its performance. The AluW'inuh Co. of America
informed the Laboratory that there was no known manufacturer
of aluminum carbide in the U. S., and that the compound was
difficult and costly to prepare and had been made in laboratory
quantities for research purposes only.

liv. Preliminary testing of calcium hydride, lithium
hydride, calcium carbide, and potassium tetroxide indicated that
all of these materials would give fine bubbles of gas fairly
efficiently, if generated fron small particles (4-30 mesh). Fine
particles of these chemicals react in a matter of seconds and it
was felt that the chemical should react as long as the duration
of echo desired, i.e. three to five minutes. This premise was
later substantiated by sound tests in the Potomac River of
finely divided (30 mesh) LiH and Calla. These hydrides were re-
leased in 25 feet of water and reacted nearly instantaneously
giving rise to a drpotb charge affect in that the bubbles col-
lected and rose on masse to give a surface geyser. A very poor
echo was obtained. This method of testing small particles was
not the optimum since there t-as a limited arount of dispersion.
Effective dispersion rouW] be still another nroblem. However,
a second requirement must be ret in that the chemical should not
cone to the surface of thc water. Particles of calcium carbide
about 1/4" to 1/2" in diameter will bubble if submerged for
approximately three minutes, but on release they will sink in
water due to their high density (2.2g/cc) until the bubbling
rate increases when they will rise at a ranid speed due to
dynamic action of the bubbling. Calcium hydride rises at an
even more rapid rate because of its lower density (1.7g/cc) and
faster reaction velocity. Lithium hydride and potassium, tet-
roxide have densities less than that of water, and will float
on the surface and react, or if released submerged they will
rise very rapidly. Th-is meant that large nellets of material
of controlled effective density (i.e. of slightly negative

CO-lFIDEU.]TIAL - 7 -



buoyancy during the course of reaction) would have to be prepared
in such a vay that smaller particles would break off from the

larger nellet and react. The effective density varlies with each

material denendclng on its density, surface area expnosed, and rate
of reaction. Rather than study these factors for each of the
four chemicals it was decided to eliminate all but one material.

15. Sound tests (Acpendix I) indicated that at this stage
of development lithium hyrdride held more promise of successful
results as far as echo resnonse was concerned than calcium car-.
bide or notassiun tetroxide. . With this fact in mind the ad-
vantage and disadvantages of each material were considered as
cormpared with lithium hydride. Potassiuem tetroxide was the only
one of the four materials generating a safe gas, oxygen. The
potential danger or the free potassium tetroxide was considered
as g'eat as thie nossible premature release of acetylene or hy-
drogen, iron the other cher'eals. Furtherwore, potassium tetrox-
ide -resented real difficulties in that very fey' materials could
be safely compounded witf it to control its effective density.
Some atteirpts were made alone. this line using pressed pellets of
salt and octassiu•r tetroxide and coating individual pellets with
inert raterlals, bot in vie;" of' the difficulties presented in
this regard and the poor volumle of gas produced by K2 0 4 relative
to the otner cheiricals, it was decided to temnorar!1y discard
potassivm tetroxide.

16. Finer bubbles are generated when only a single surface.
of a pellet is exposed to the action of water. If the pellet is
comnletely exnosed, bubbles 7enerated from the bottom and sides
tend to collect and form larre bubbles rather than the desired
fine bubbles. Calcium carbide !ives an insufficient volume of
bubbles under these condittons to counteract its high density
and pive the pellet effective density near that of sea, water and
still raintaIn bubbling for a three to five minute neriod. Cal-
cium carbide has distinct sdvsaptge In its low cost of 6 cents
per roun-d, but the srall vohlwe of acetylene generated per pound,
the high solubility of acer, ylene in water and noor effective
density characlceristics of the chemical outweighed this advantage.
It should be mentioned that if an ejector of the German Pillen-
werfer type were available in which large ouantities of bulk
churnical without a special ejection container is used, calcium
ca.ri)de would merit consideration because of it. cheapness.

17. Both acetylene and hydrogen would be unsafe if re-
leased in large volume in a submarine. The inflammable limits
of acetylene in air are 2.5 to 82% acetylene while the inflam-
mable limits of hydrogen in air are 4.l to 75% hydrogen. The
use of hydrogen generating chericals is relatively safe in that

the volume gcnirated by unit c•-,arge is small in comnarison with

the volunv of the sobmarine. If conrfitions wer'- such that one

bubble carge complec(lir reacted and liberated 60 cu. ft. of
hydrogen the percentage of hydrogen in a submarine of 30,000
cj. ft, rould only be 3.2e; it would take the complete reaction

of twenty such charges to rroch the, lower limit of inflammability

of hydrogen.

CL01}IDErTIAL - 8



1i. Lithium hydride was selected in nreference to calcium
hydride, since lithium hydride liberates a larger volume of gas,
has a lowrr density (allow!¾n core leewav for effective denaity
adjustments) and is more stable under atmospheric conditions.
Over short TNeriods of time calcium hydride will comoletely decom-
pose on ex.osure to the atmosphere while lithium hydride is sta-
ble under the same treatment. Lithium hydride cost the Labora-
tory t15.00 per pound while calcium hydride cost Al0.00 per pound;
this discrepancy in price is more than outweighed by the fact
that per pound lithium hydride liberates over 2.5 times the vol-
ume of hydrogen liberated by calthion hydride.

19. Tests were performed on lithium hydride writh the view
of developing pellets of slightly negativo buoyancy that would
liberate fine bubbles for three to five minutes. Paraffin was
found to be an ideal binder in that it was non-reactive and
allowed particles of lithium hydride to leave the surface of the
pellet and react. -atural waxes such as beeswax, carnauba, and
ceresin were used but found later to react on storage with the
lithium hydride. For laboratory tests visual observation was
made of Y" x 1" cylindrical pellets made by a h7draulic pressing
at various p.s.i. in a steel die. Paraffin was first tried as a
binder for the lithiur hydride, being mixed slightlv above the
melting point of the paraffin and alloved to cool before pressing.
The effect of mesh size on time of reaction was measured to limit
the number of variables involved. Using nellets of 70% lithium
hydride and 501 paraffin of melting noont 570C, It was found that
lithium hydride over the range of U. n. Standard mesh sizes 6-10,
10-20, 20-30, and smaller than A0 mesh, the speed of reaction
varied by only 15%. Bubble size was about the same with the
different mesh sizes. As a result of this test lithium hydride
ground to the approximate mesh analysis given below was used in
tests.

Mesh Analysis

Mesh Size Screen Opening in Inches % of Total by Weight

0 .187 - 2.210 1.0
S.152 - 0.1 7 8.o

b .8 0.094 - 013Z-1
8 - 10 0.079 - 0.094 .2

10 - 20 0.035 - 0.079 31.8
20 - 50 0.023 - 0.033 7.4

30 0.000 - 0.023 26.2

Seventy percent lithium hydride and thirty percent paraffin was
selected as this mixture may be easily and uniformly made in
small batches. Higher or lower paraffin content with this mesh
size tends to produce non-uniform rixtures.

20. The effect of water temnerature on the speed of re-
action vwas found to be negligible for a pellet composed of
50% lithAum hydride and 50% paraffin wax of melting point 135 0F.
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This high percentage of paraffin was used to accentuate any tem-
perature differential in rates that might exist due to paraffin
as lithium hydride alone reacted uniformly over the temperature
range concerned. From an average of six determinations it was
found that a 1" x 1" cylindrical pellet reacted 30% faster at
85F than at 53 0 F. The mistaken assumption was made that in
general the paraffin mixed pellets would react faster at high
temperatures than at low temneratures. This was true for the
particular case tried, a high percentage of low melting paraffin,
but was not true for small percentages of paraffin. This erro-
neous assumption led to difficulties in later tests.

21. Larger pellets apnroximating the expected size for
Service use were prepared by nressing material in a 2-7/8" diam-
eter cvlindrical dio. pellets were composed of 161 grams of
lithium hydride and 60 grams of paraffin (F.P. 1320F) compounded
while hot (900C) and stirred until cool. This mixture pressed
in the die at 3100 p.s.i. formed a pellet 2-7/8" in diameter and
2-13/16" high. The pellet was then sealed into a 28 gauge gal-
vanized iron cup 2-29/32" inside diameter and 3" in body height
containing 20 grams of hot paraffin and a 35 gram lead weight.
Total weight was 375 grams with a volume of 325 cc giving a
density of 1.15 grams per cc. with a density less than this the
pellet -ill surface from 20 feet of water, the Potomac River
deoth used in testing. 'nrough the cooperation of the Sound
Division of the Laboratory two groups of six nellets each were
tested and found to give echoes of good quality and intensity at
a 4100 yard range (Appendix II). Echoes vere obtained over a
thirteen minute period. Normally at the temperature of test,

59 0 F, each pellet would react for 7 minutes, but each pellet had
a delay element of a single sheet of #ha Whitman Filter paper
sealed to the edges of each pellet. These same pellets were
tested in the Potomac River in 70 feet of water at Morgantown
by the Sound Division. Good echoes were obtained at 1200 yards
and fair cehoes at 2000 yards using these pellets with the
filter papers removed.

22. Originally, in conformity vith the problem requirements,
it was felt necessary to have each pellet delay its discharge
about three minutes. various rethods of delay were tried - cloth
and paper coverings of various types with and without impregna-
tion with wetting agents, coatings of mixed water reactive and
non-reactive chemicals, coating of fused and pressed water solu-
ble salts. The delay time in paper coverings was governed not
by the time of water diffusion but by the tensile strength of
the mate:rial; water would diffuse through the paner and react
r;ith the chemical tbereby generating gas which would balloon up
the :saper covering preventing entrance of more water. The pel-
let would only initiate action when a break in the paper occurred.
paper stre•ngth in the same lot varied too widely to make this
method useful. The same effect occurred "ith cloth coverings the
only difference being that action was initiated when the cloth
left the surface of the pellet, that is when the gas pressure
became sufficicntly strong to bre-ak the binding edge between the
pellet and cloth. Ordinarily with cloth coatings water vas
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admitted only sufficient to enualize the gas pressure underneath
the cloth and the hydrostatic pressure of the water, then further
action stopped. Reactive coatings varied too greatly over the
temperature range involved. A layer of dried sodium chloride
Pressed over the exnosed lithium hydride surface was found to be
fairly satisfactory. The solubility of sodium chloride in water
varies only sl.ihtly from 321F to 90 0 F. Delay time could be con-
trolled by variations in mesh size and pressure. A delay element
of this type would be difficult to manufacture and control. With
all types of delay the nellet would undergo a high rate of free
fall in water until bubbling started to decrease its effective
density, unless a float detachable on initiation of reaction were
incorporated. However, sound tests of lithium hydride-paraffin
Pellets indicated auproxLmately two minutes delay in developing
the false target was inherent in the pellets. This delay was
said to be sufficiently long and work was started on expurimental
units.

22. For commrercial manufacture it would be cumbersome and
time-consuming to press chemical pellets and then seal them into
metal cups. For this reason, it was decided to use seamless
dravn caps and make dies to accommodate cups and material and
press the pellets directly into the cups. Can manufacturers
were contracted and the standard size nearest the dimensions
desired was selected. The American Can Co., 183h Claybourne Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois, supplied scavless drawn cuns (Plate 2 also
Plate 1, Apuendix IIT) of tin nlated black iron 2-25/32" outside
diameter and 1-7/8" bedy heit'ht and weighing 35 grams + 2. Steel
dies (Figure 1 of Appendix IIi) were made in the Laboratory
machine shop to accommodate these cups and the material for the
pressing operation. Paraffin of melting point 1450F was ob-
tained from the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey. The lithium
hydride purchased from Paywood Chemical Co., r'aywood, N. J.,
analyzed about 97% lithium hydride. Material previously used
was furnished by the Lithalloy Co. of New York City and analyzed

1only 78% lithium hydride. Test nellets prenared bv oressing
140 grams of 79"' lithium hydride and 22% paraffin in a metal cup
with a 40 gram lead weight added, reacted for 5-1/2 minutes at
34WP. Six of these chemical-containing cups were loaded into a
r'ark II Pod. 2 Submarine Emerigency Identification Signal case
with suitable packing as shomn in Plate I of AnDendix IIT. Three
of these False Target Shells were tested by the Sound Division.
The units voere discharged from an open boat in the Potomac River
at ranges boo - 550 yards from the sound enuipment. Each shell
gave excellent echoes lasting 5 to 6 minutes.

2'. Twenty-four signal cases were loaded with chemical
pellets as above described with the exception that a 35 gram
lead weight was used instead of a ILO gram lead weight. These
"False Target Shells" were testec at Key West on Dec. x1, 19h2,

the submarine R-lIt and destroyer NOA cooperating (Appendices
IV and V). Echoes from the chemical pellets varied from test to
test in quality and in intensity although in some cases excellent
cowparison echoes were obtained. Test results on the whole were
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encouraging with certain modifications of the "False Target
Shell" indicated as necessary. Reaction time of the pellet
was too long as indicated by visual observation through the
per: ,acope. Size or time of expelling charge should be altered
to reduce the noise volume. Possible surface observation of
the air discharge of the signal ejector was noted as a disad-
vantage. This might possibly be remedied by water discharge
from an auxiliary tank with air. In this connection it was
noted that the "False Target Shell" barely cleared the muzzle
of' the ejector under 100 lb. air pressure. This shell had a
voli.mLe of 1920 cc and weighed 2250 grams or a density of
1.17 g/ce. The overall weight should be dropped for this reason
as well as to decrease the rate of fall during the 25 second
period betreen ejection and time of pellet discharge.

24. Studies were initiated to overcome these disadvantages.
The Bureau of ordnance authorized the Faval Ordnance Laboratory,
Wffashington Navy Yard to work on the development of expelling
charr.es of lower noise level (Reference (I)). The most import-
ant factor brought to light was the length of time for reaction
of the pellet. It was felt that this was the primary cause of
not obtaining better echoes. Tests were made of the variation
in reaction time of lithium hydride-paraffin nellets with per-
centage of naraffin, paraffins of different welting point, and
hydraulic pressure used in pressing the material into the metal
cup container. These results are shown in granhical form in
plates 3 and 4. It ,will be noticed that correspondence between
similar points on different graphs is not too good. Although
these points in most cases represent averages of two or more
pellets individual variations due to mixing in small batches
causes quite wide variations. However, these granhs indicated
that 30% "Gulfwax", H.P. 125 - 1270F and 70% lithium hydride
pressed at a pressure of 14i.00 p.s.i. would be suitable with a
reaction time of about three to seven minutes dependent upon
water temperature.

25. The modified chemical loadinr resulting in a weight
saving of about 45 grains in the total weight of the shell. Fur-
ther reductions in wei.ht vwere effv-ct, d by lightening the pack-
ing and by replacing the brasE nut holding the base assembly to
the tube by an aluminum nut. Shell weight was reduced from
2250 grams (b1.96 lbs.) and a density of 1.17 g/cc to 2065 grams
(-.55-lbs.) and a density of 1.075 g/ce. Effective weight in
sea water of density 1.025 g/cc was 95 grams or approximately
one fifth of a pound. Twenty-five FTS with the above modifica-
tions were prepared at the Laboratory and tested at New London,
Conn. (Anoendix VI and VII). Tests were conducted by the USS
SEPIES (AG2L) and the USS CACHALOT (USS170). Excellent echoes
of the sacre n'tality and intensity as the subma.'ine were obtained.
Differentiation of the echoes coild be made by a trained sound
oneretor ttough the Doppler effect i.e. change in frequency
of the echo due to the motion of the echo-ranged target, the
bubbles having no motion gave no change in pitch to the echo.
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In the particular case where the submarine target angle is 900
the submarine has no Doppler and bubble echo and submarines
are indistinguishable. Evasion runs demonstrated that in the
case where two or more FTS are fired it was possible to confuse
the tarpet trace recorder operator although the sound operat-or
was not fooled. The shell was found to be still slightly heavy
as evidenced by the fact that a few fired on the after deck
after ejection from the submarine.

26. All prellminarv tests indicated that the noise level of
the black powder exnelling charge in the FTS was too high. Mr.
S. P. Lewis, Ordnance Engineer of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
Washington Navy Yard, prepared a number of expelling charges of
smokeless powder. These charges were sonically tested at New
London, Conn. (Appendix VIII). The use of reduced charges of
smokeless powder gave a marked reduction in sound intensity of
the expelling exolosion.

27. In accordance with References (i) and (j), the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory furnished the Naval Research Laboratory
with 50 shell cases and modified expelling charges for chemical
loading. Twenty-five of these shell cases were loaded as pre-
viously and twenty-five were loaded vith the chemical mixture
to which 1% Aerosol OS by weipht had been added. The addition
of the wetting agent, Aerosol, was found to izorove bubble size
and in addition to give more uniform reaction time over a temper-
ature range. A complete descriotion of method of manufacture is
given in Appendix III. These shells were tested in conjunction
with the deep submergence dive of the USS BALAO (SS285) off
Portsmouth, N. H. (Appendix IX). FTS fired at a depth of 300
feet gave excellent echoes persisting for ten minutes.

PRESLIT STATUS OF THE PROBLEM

28. Because of the frequency of derangements reported for
the present ejector, the Portsmouth Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.,
has undertaken design of a new ejector. This gun will be of an
airless ejection type.

29. The Bureau of Ordnance has agreed to handle manufacture
of FTS. Specifications have been drawn up and a manufacturer
contacted. It is expected to manufacture initially 3800 shells
to be furnished to anti-submarine warfare units and sound schools
for training purnores and to amrunition depots and submarine
bases for those submarine co-rmanders who wish to use them. A
confidential supnlernent to Ordnance Pamphlet 725 "Ships Pyro-
technics" on use, method of firing, safety precautions, and
storage of FTS has been orepared by the Laboratory.

RTBITCGRAPHY - Information bearing on this renort.

1. USS SEI'IES to NRL, C-S68/ss, dated Tiar 17, 19AL3. Orig.
file AG2JL/S68/(027). Information on deep rater tests of
FTS at Portsr;outh, N. H., on Anril 27, 19)L3.

"2. Ordnance Specification lo. 2711. Governing manufacture of
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False Target Shell Mark I, dated June 9, 1943.
. Memorandum to flRL, c-S6 8 /SS( 1i52), dated May 15, 1943.

Information on preparation of False Target Shells at NRL.
4. Vemorandum to NRL, c-S68/SS(1452), dated ray 3, 19143.

Deep water sound tests of False Target Shell at Portsmouth,
N. H. on April 27, 1943-

5. Memorandum to NRL, c-s68/SS(b!52), dated March 29, 1943.
Sound tests of varied expelling charges in False Target
Shell at New London, Conn. on March 25, 19113.

6. NRL to Comsublant, C-368/SS(220), dated April 19, 1943.
Request for test to determine sound data and deep water
test of FTSo

7. NRL to BuShips, c-s68/ss(220), dated April 13, 1945.
Recommending deep water test of FTS and gun design modi-
fication.

8. USS SEi"HEE'W to TRL, c-s68/Ss, dated yarch 16, l9h13. Orig.
file AG2)k/S68/(016). Service test of FTS at New London,
Feb. 25 to M•arch 10, 191>5.

9. US-' CACHALOT to Comsublant, c-s68/Ss, dated march 6, 1945.
Orig. file SS170/AG-i. Service test of FTS at New London,
Feb. 25 - 27, 19-,3.

10. Comsublant to NRL, c-s68/ss, dated March 30, 1943. Orig.
file s68/(0390). First endorsement to CO SEMMES ltr,
AG24/S68/(o16) of March 16, 1903.

11. Anti-Submarine Unit Boston to 111RL, C-S68/So, dated April 13,
1943. Orig. fi5e s68, Serial 0293. Second endorsement to
CO SEMIMES ltr. AG24/S68/(01 6 ) of March 16, 1943.

12. NTRL to Cominch U.S. Fleet (ASW) via chief BuShips,
C-.s68/SS(220), dated May 14, 1943. Third endorsement to
CO SEMMErS ltr. A024/s68/(01 6 ) of March 16, 194i3.

13. Memorandum to NRL, c-s68//ss(221), dated March 3, 1943.
Service test of FTS at Yew London, Feb. 25 - 27, 1943.

14. Memoranda to Comdr. H. A. Ingram (330) from F. M. Varney.
BuShips (347V), c-s68/ss, dated March 5, 1943. Service
test of FTS at New London, Feb. 25 - 27, 1945.

15. I.ermorandum to NRL, C-s68/SS(452), dated March 10, 191L3.
Service test of FTS off New London, Feb. 25 - 27, 191L3.

16. Director NEL to Comisublant, C-s68/ss(220), dated Feb. 20,
1943. Suggested program for service test of FTS at New
London.

17. BuShlps to Comsublant, Orig. file C-SS/A16-3(3h7), dated
Feb. 6, 191 3. Suggesting service tests at New London.

18. BuShips to Comsublant, c-s68/ss dated Feb. 12, 1943.
Orig. file C-SS/A16-5(6b7). Notes on Key West service test.

19. BuShips ltr to BuOrd, c-s68/ss, dated Jan. 23j, 19h3. Orig.
file C-SSAI6(330). Requesting that NOL (Wash. lyd) be
authorized to modify expelling charge and furnish NRL with
50 shell cases and modified charges for shell loading.

20. BuOrd. ltr to NOL (Wash. Nyd), c-s68/ss, dated Feb. 2, 19!.3.
Orig. file 570-1(9)Re2e. Serial 02-3-9. Authorizing above
request.

21. Comsubdiv 12 to BuShips, c-s63/ss, dated Jan 5, 191. orig.
file A16 -5/S68. serial 07. Service test of FTS at Key
West, Dec. 31, 19ý12.
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22. Comservron 9 to Chief BuShips, c-s68/ss, dated Jan. 8., 1943.
Orig. file NC73/s68-3/(JBS:rds). Serial 02. First endorse-
ment to Comsubdiv 12 conf. ltr. A16-3/$68, Serial 07, dated
Jan. 5, 1943.

23. Comsublant to BuShips, c-s68/Ss, dated Jan. 18, 1943. orig.
file s68/(037). Second endorsement to CSD12 conf. ltr.
A16-3/S68, Serial 07, dated Jan. 5, 1943-

24. NFL to BuShips, c-s68/ss(220), dated March 19, 1943.
Tphird endorsement to CSD12 conf. ltr. Al 6 -3/g68, Serial 07,
dated Jane 5, 1943.

25. Merroranduni to NRL, c-s68/Ss(1:52), dated Jan. 13, 1943.
Service test of FTS at Key West, Dec. 31, 191•2.

26. mlemorandum to NRL, C-s68/sS(452), dated Jan. 5, 1943. Rate
of fall of bubble generating pellets.

27f. BuShips to Comsublant, Orig. file C-SS/A16-3(3530, dated
Dec. 16, 1942. Requesting test of FTS.

28. BuShips to TiRL, c-s68/ss, dated Dec. 12, 1912. Orig. file
C-SS/A16-3(275), Serial 012-14-10. Authorizing letter.

29. BuShips to NRL, L1-2/EIT2843, dated Jan. 26, 19L3. Orig.
file SS/A16-3(275). Expansion of authorization.

30. Memorandum to NRL, C-s68/SS(4i52), dated Nov. 6, l91,2.
Potomac River sound tests of bubble pellets.

31. BuShips to NRL, c-s68/ss, dated Nov. 6, 1912. Orig. file
SS198/570(515). plans of Pmergency Identification Signal
Ejector SS19b-200.

32. NRL to BuShips, c-s68/S(L!71), dated Nov. 7, 1942. Report
of preliminary tests of bubble pellets on Potomac River.

33. Merrorandum to WiRL, C-S63/SS(•71), dated Nov. 3, 1942.
Report of test of bubble pellets, Nov. 3, 110,2, on Potomac
River.

34- Coord R&D to NRL, c-s68/ss, dated Oct. 21k, 1942. Orig. file
SCA8-3/EFI3;-JTB, Serial 01027-7. British information on
Pillenwerfer.

55. Perorandum to iRL, c-s63/ss(,T71), dated Oct. 23, 1942.
Sound test of various chemicals as bubble producers, 'otorac
River, Oct. 23, 19112.

36. Mearorandum to NRLt, c-s63/sS(',52). Review of preliminary
investigation of bubble problem.

37. Coord RD to BuShips, C-%68/ss, dated Oct. 10, 1942. Orig.
file (SC)S68-JTB, Serial 01013-11. Development of submarine
evasion device - reouest for

38. BuShips to TwL, c-s68/ss, dated Oct. 1, 19W2. Orig. file
C-SS/A16-3(340), Serial 0103-11. Request for devwlopment
of bubble screen pellets.

39. Memorandumr LuShips to Cominch U.S. Fleet, C-s63/ss, dated
Aug. 4, 1942. Orig. file C-SS/A16-3(3L0). Serial 085-15.
Information on informal tests at NRL and requirements of
a bubble screen.

40. Buships ltr to Coord R&D, c-s68/Ss, dated Aug. 1, 19412.
Orig. file C.ENl-22/All(31b0). Request for information on
possible bubble-producing chemicals.

41. VCNO to BuShips, Orig file Op-12-2(SC)A16-3(25)/EF50,
Serial 02468916, datod Oct. 13, 1912. "Pillenwerfertf
inftormat ion.
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12. Op•av to BuShips, S-EF3O, dated Aug. 7, 1942. Orig. file
Op-16-F-9 (SC)A8-2/EF30. Serial 01962316. Copy of D.N.I.
Acdviralty ltr. NIDI/PW/222/42, dated July 24, 194j2.
"Pillenworfer" information.

43. Phil. Nag., 19, 1147-1151(1935). "on the Destructive
Mechanical Effects of the Gas-Bubbles Liberated bv the
Passage of Intense Sound Through a Liquid" by F. D. Smith.

)4. Ordnance Pamphlet No.. 725, Ships Pyrotechnics, Aug., 1937.
45. NEL file C-S68/SS, NAA London Report No. A929-42 of Nov. 16,

19h2. Orig. file C-EF13-(l), Serial 01203171. British
information on Pillenwerfer design.

4L6. NRL file C-EZ1/6, IDRC Report C4-sr20-326, dated Oct. 22,
1942. "The Rate of Rise and Diffusion of Air Bubbles in
Watcr" by C. L. Pekeris.

47. NRL file c-Ezl/ 6 .1, NDRC Report 6.lsr3l-3147, dated Feb.
18, 1943. "Progress Report on Role of Bubbles in the
Acoustic Properties of Wakes" by S. Wyman.

48. NRL file C-Ezl/ 6 .1, NDIRC Report To. 6.1srSO=731, dated
Feb. 19, 19L3. "Effect of Turbulent ?'otion on Rate of
Rise of WPake Bubbles" by T. C. McNown.

49. NRL file 0-EZI/il, OSTID Report No. 1238, dated March 14, 1935.
"Dispersion of Exhaust Gases in Sca ,T7ater" by W. H. VcAdaxrs.
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APLENMhX I

C-A16- 3(52 :DSB )hdr November 6, 1912

MEV"OtAYDt=V to the Director

Subject: Sound Test of pellets for Making Bubble Screens.

A preliminary test of bubble producing agents was
conducted in cooperation with the Sound Division on October
23. The compounds used included:

1. calcium carbide, generating 5 cu.ft. of acetylene
per pound

?. mixed sodium and poteesiur. peroxides yielding 3 cu.ft.
of oxygen per pound

3. dry ice, vielding 10 cu.ft. of CO0 per pound

4. lithium hydride, yielding b-5 cu.ft. of hydrogen per
pound.

The first three compounds were used in approximately
the quantity that could be packed in a submarine signal ejector;
only about a quarter pound of lithium hydride, however, was
available for the test.

None of the echoes returned by these bubble screens
could be considered satisfactory. Best results were obtained
with lithium hydride, which in viev of the small weight used,
was considered most nromising. With the arrival of ten pounds
of this material on October 26, work was resumied on methods of
processing with these ends in view -

1, production of many fine bubbles rather than of a

few large ones.

2. retardation of reaction rate to 5-10 minutes per unit.

3. delay of initial reaction for about 3 minutes after
imers ion.

4. use of numerous small units of bubble-producing
agent rather than of one large unit per charge.

A second test was made with the Sound Division on
November 3. Two charges of 6 "pellets" each were used in this
case. Each pellet consistcd of -a 70% LiH, 30% high M.P. paraffin
cake pressed at 2800 psi and paraffin-sealed in a 3" x 3" 2a
gauge galvanized iron cup. A 7 cm. circle of filter paper was
sealed to the pellet by pouring hot paraffin around the inside
edge of the can. This served as a delay mechanism by retarding
contact of watur with the lithium hydride. Time-delay varied
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from a half minute to 15 minutes dependent uaon the area of
filter naper untouched by paraffin. Each pellet evolved 15
cu.ft. of hydrogen in a stream of fine bubbles over 6-7 minute
period.

The first charge of 6 nellets was dropped into the
river at a noint 100 yards distant from the sound eauiujment.
The pellets were spaced about 5 feet apart and probably reached
bottom (25 ft. depth) in 30 seconds. First surface gas evolu-
tion was noticed in 2 minutes and all surface bubbling ceased
at 15 minutes; this ttme agreed with the sound observatione.
vhe second charge was dropped in the same manner with the bubblef
first sighted at 1-1/2 minutes. The sound apparatus showed time
of evolution to be 20 minutes.

The Sound Division reported the echoes to be sharp and
solid of approximately the same intensity as that of the con-
crete pier of the railroad bridge center span. In view of these
encouraging results prenaratione are being made for a deep-water
test. By this test it is hoped to definitely fix the optimum
density of the pellets and also to test reproducibility of re-
sults with pellets made under probable manufacturing conditions.

R. R. Miller

D. S. Burgess
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APPENDIX II

c-s68/ss (J71)hk T3 ovember 1902

!MEdORAYDUMA FOR DIRECTOR

Subject: Submarine Evasion of Detection Device - Bubble
Screen Emitted by Submarine

Reference: (a) Memorandum on above subject of 23 October

1. Based on the experience gained in the tests de-
scribed in referance (a), the ch6mistry Department made up a
set of twelve one-half pint cens containing Lithinir Hydride1
LiH. One face of the can was covered vith one or more layers
of filter paper which in turn was partially covered by a layer
of paraffin leaving a circular area near the center through
which the water could penetrate. This device determined the
time delay after ejection before the cans would begin to emit
bubbles.

2. The echo-ranging setup was essentially the same as
that of 23 October except that the range to the boat was apnroxi-
matelv 385 yards. Two tests werc made. In the first test, six
cans were dropned about five feet aoart along the side of the
boat which nade an angle of about 300 with the axis of the sound
beam. In the second test, the line on which the cans were
dropped was perpendicular to the axis of the sound beam.

3. Excellent echoes were obtained during each test.
The intensity of the bubble screen echoes 1"ere about two
decibels below the intensity of the echo obtained from the
center pier of the railroad bridge at a range of 600 yards.
Allowing for the differ•ence in range, the absolute dififrence
in intensity was about five decibels. The width of the flash
on the range indicator extended fron. 385 to approximately 4i0
yards being somrewhat wider than the actual spacing of the cans
because there was a fairly strong wind and current which caused
the bubble screen to spread out. The cans, however, were
weightcd slightly so that they remained on the bottom. The
bubbles caroe up and broke the surface and seemed to vary in size
from generally small ones of a Quarter inch or less in diameter
to an occasional large one which might be two inches or rore in
diameter. The cans remained on the bottom because the initial
range was very consistant at 385 yards. The cans did not start
or stop at the same time9 therefore, the echoes were obtained
in the first test for approximately fifteen minutes and in the
last test for nine rdnuter. The final echoes in the last test
were evidently obtained from a single can because the echo
narrowed down to a band about five yards wide at a range of W00
yards. In snite of the relatively narrow width, the intensity
of the echo was within a decibel of that received when all the
cans were bubbling. Of the two experiments, the first gave a
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screen which had considerable depth with respect to the axis of
the sound beam and the other one a greater width. This great
width appeared to give a slightly better echo although the dif-
ference was not great.

-. Results of this test were so satisfactory and the
echoes so strong that it is believed they would definitely con-
fuse an attacking ship and if a screen could be laid down
comparable in length to that of the submarine, it might well
escape behind the screen. Unless the operator was thoroughly
experienced, he would not be able to distinguish the bubble
screen echo from the submarine hull echo. The writer was unable
to determine any consistent difference in qualitv with either
a CW or a frenuency modulatcd CW screen.

5. It is proposed to repeat these tests in about two
weeks in more open water near Piney Point, and if these tests
are equally successful, to make up a batch of cans for a test
on an actusl, submarine.

E. B. STEPHENSON
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ALPPNIX III

c -s68/ss (L 52: JAG)map May 15, 1943

MEMOIAITDUM to the Director

Subject: Information on Preparation of "False Target
Shells" at Naval Research Laboratory.

Enclosure.: (A) one Figure
(r) One Plate

1. Since considerable interest has been shown in
possible manufacture of "False Target shells" for Service use,
it was thought advisable to prepare a brief of the methods used
at the Laboratory.

2. The device known as "False Target Shell" is
essentially the sare as the Park 2 Nod. 2 Submarine Emergency
Signal except as to contents and weight. Of slightly negative
buoyancy it contains six metal cune of a lithium hydride-paraf-
fin rrixture designed to generate fine bubbles of hydrogen on
ejection from the signal case. This bubble cloud serves as a
false target for submarine echo-ranging attach approach.

METHOD OF PRLPARATION OF CHEPICAL-CONTAINIPf CUPS

3. Lithium hydride (analyzed-about 97% pure) as
received from Maywood Chemical Co., Maywood, New Jersey, varies
from 0.2 to 0.5 inch in particle size. The material used should
analyze 95% or better, i.e. evolve at least 2680 cc. of hydrogen
per gram. The lithium hydride was ground to approximately 10-14
mesh (U. S. Standard Sieve) by passing through a Brauns Semple
Grinder (gyrating cone type). A typical particle size anslvsis
is given below.

U. S. Standard Sieve Opening Orams of %byjWeightzsiev~e•-i 7I-n HEM Materia or TotaT

o.8-.5 10 1.0
8L 8-o

6-8 0.094-0132 181 144
8-io 0.079-0.094 86 .2

10-20 0.033-0.079 331 31.8
20-30 0.023-0.033 77 7.4

30 0.00 -0.023 273 26.2

There should be no material larger than three mesh, and no more
than 3% should be retained on a 4 mesh screen. A maximum of 30%
is allowable on material passing a 30 mesh screen. Grinding as
well as all other operations should be carried out in a dry room
with all possible water and fire hazards removed.
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4. Batches of 595 grams of the ground lithium hydride
were weighed into half-gallon Mason jars and 8.5 grams of pow-
dered Aerosol OS (American Cyanamid Co.) added and thoroughly
mixed. The material was then placed in an oven at 90-950 c. and
allowed to stand at least four hours. Each batch was then
poured into a four liter pyrex beaker containing 255 grams of
molten "Gulfwax" paraffin (M.P. 125-1270 F.) and vigorously
stirred for a few minutes. While still warm sixteen such
batches, each constituting a little more than a shell loading#
were mixed in a wooden trough until thoroughly cool. The mix-
ture of a 1.0% Aerosol, 69.3% of lithium hydride and 29.7%
paraffin was weighed in units of I37 grams into quart Mason jars
in readiness for the pressing operation.

5. A seamless drawn tinplate cup of 2-3/k inches out-
side diameter by 1-7/8 inches body height, containing a 30 gram
lead weight 1" x 1-1/4" x 1/8" centered in the bottom of the cup,
was fitted into the bottom of a hardened steel die (Fig. 1). A
133 gram unit of chemical was poured in the top of the die and
worked down with a spatula. The die was placed in a hydraulic
press and the chemical pressed into the cup under a total static
preesure of 13 tons ( 400 lbs. per square inch). Each chemical-
containing cu-, weighed 198 + 3 grams. Six such cups were loaded
into a Mark 2 Mod. 2 SubmarTne Emergency Identification Signal.

ME TROD OF LOADING SUBMARIVE SIGNAL CASE

6. The mark 2 Mod. 2 Subrarine Emergency Identification
Signal without signal contents was used with two modifications:
(1) the brass nut (Dr. No. 152302pc7) holding the base to the
signal tube was replaced by an aluminum nut (Sta-Hot Heater
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.)J, (2) the 28 gram black powder charge
(in bakelite container Dr. No. 163606) was renlaced by a 20 gram
smokeless powder charge (as modified by I'r. R. P. Lewis, Naval
Ordnance Laburatory, Washington Navy Yard). ?'ethod of loading
(see plate 1) is as follows:

(1) Assemble signal cases and exnelling charges in usual
manner with modifications as noted above.

(2) Insert expelling charge block in signal tube with fuse
end of the block toward the base of the tube and nowder
charge toward the open end of the signal tube.

(3) place a 13" x 3/8" x 1/8" corrugated cardboard strip
(common packing case cardboard) lengthwise in the signal
tube as far as the powder charge block.

(4) Insert six chemical-containing cups, onen end of cup
toward open end of tube.

(5) place aluminum disc 2-13/16" x 1/32" in tube flush with
the top of the last chemical cup inserted.

(6) Cut the overhang of the cardboard strip flush vith the
aluminum disc.

7) Insert 2 corrugated cardboar.-d discs 2-13/16" x 1/8".
Insert 8 to 10 cardboard discs 2-7/8" x 3/64", sufficient
to make a tight fit when the nose of the signal is in-
serted.
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(9) Seal nose with marine glue; nose may be heated but not
the signal tube.

(10) Stencil in 1/2" red letters "FALSE TARGET SHELL" length-
wise along the signal tube.

COST OF MAWFACTURE

7. Lithium hydride as purchased from Maywood Chemical
Co. by the Laboratory cost A15.00 per pound. "Gulfwax" paraffin
was purchased for AO.15 per pound. Signal cases were obtained
from the Bellevue ragazine at no cost to the Laboratory. The
American Can Co. furnished the seamless drawn cups at §36.00
per thousand. At the present price, lithium hydride would more
than ecual all other costs in production of "False Target Shells".

8. No attempt is made here to estimate manufacturing costs.
This information is for guidance purposes only. Cost of manu-
facture will depend in good measure on the number required and
equipment used. only 150 shells were made by the Laboratory
method described using hand-mixing and a hand-onerated Dress,
while manufacture on any large scale would necessitate power-
processing eqcuipment.

Jos. A. Grand
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Legend for Plate I

1. Signal tube.
2. Nose.

Bake-ite expel'lIng charge block.
Chemical-containing cups.2:Aluminifuml disc 1/32"1 thick.
Cardboard discs 1/8" thick.
Cardboard discs 3/61-" thick.
Cardboard strip 13" x 3/8" x 1/3".
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C-O-P-Y

SflBV'ARI'TE DIVISION T!TM-T

A16- 3/s 68 Jan. 5 f1:Zi-
Serial 07

CNMPI PF"TEAL

From: The Commander Submarine Division Twelvc.
ý-:l •The Chief of the Bureau of Ships.
Vial (1) Commander service squadron Nine.

(2) Commander 5ubr.urr.veu, Aitlar.tic rlect.
(3) Naval Research Labortory,

Subject: Tests of ievlce to Generate bubble Cload for
Submarine Evasion Tactics; Qeport of.

Reference, (a) BuShips Conf. htr. C-SS/Al6-3Q OO) d-;,ied
December 16, 19)2.

(b) Commublant conf. deap. 151850 of pec. 1912.
c) Comeublant conf. itr. A16-3/(0945) dntcd

December 13, 19112.

Enclosure: (A) Photograoh taken ... n.. l:itt!!.-t•h- -,
(B) Summary of bost data fir r'unv.
(C) Procedure,

1, In accordance with referencea (LI, (b) And (c), tefts
of the subJect device were conducted on Decerml;er '1, 1o~t2. Lt. Cdr.
A. He Billard one. Mr. 7. A. flrarxd fvm fl.TL. and "r. . 1.". Vs.nay1 of
BEtShips were oresent to xssist In the conduct -,f these tests and to
witness the mreults. The tests were mede fromt vtrlous ranes with
the submarine at predetermined subrarino I-eel denths )r 6o ft., 125
ft. and 150 ft. One device was released from -wriscope deoth fol-
lowed by standard Submarine Fmerg;ency Tdentitlcsaton '-i,-ncl in order
to compare the sound made by the explosion of the sigýnals and to
compare the election Impulse bullle rith the g-enerated bubble cloud.
The procedure outlined in enclosure (C) was der;arted from In order
to deteamine the effect of 6ouble and triple elections and value in
evasive taotics. Therefore, the number released Lt the deeper
depths war reduced from that outlined in the procedure.

2. In order that this report may be understood more read-
Ily by readers to whom reference (a) Is not avas!!ble, the following
Is quoted therefrom:

'1. **"The device wes Intended to parallel or Improve on the
oMfarn 'Fptlenwerefer'; thich is reported to have effectively
confused inexperienced mound operators,

2. To thie end the Naval Research Laboratory has modifted
-Abe Mark 11.2 Submarine Emergency Identification Signal replac-
tig I"- panacht' and signal element with six cans of lithium
h49 -panfftn statur. This modified Identification Signal

Is Intendid to be handled and ejected from the submarine
exactly as in the Identification Signal proper. The trigger-
primer-fuse-and powde.' charge remains unchanged. Twenty-seven
"seconds after ejection the charge kicks the cans out into the
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ATTAL

FuhC-ct: Testa of Device to T.perote bubble ,
:-,ibmarine I, vaf re Tsctics; }keport of.

whter; afttn b few soconds .A th,: 1.;xture tesiins to gIve off a
mnstB of arall bubles Lanl ... -l, co£:tlnueo for three fl,..l-
.1 tes. (In 6hallo? .:;ater teats tne butbb-le cloud has r4ven
good echoes from five t-D ei•h.t rnnutes), Thu- unit Le a v.hl.le
ainks very slowuy after it Is ejected, end likew•ise the

loaded cans Then kicked out of the unit sink slowly durirnr
the bubbling. "

3. The sutmuirine w-s able to view the ejections through
the :.criaceope and renorted that the -.aJority of the eicnals, upon
e lcct!hýnn, just clcared the --u.n and dropped on the deck. Tb.e case
would then remain erect and would walk back to about the position
of thVe after marker buoy, at which point it would explode and, in
gene ral, would tVhrov the smell canisters clear, or they would be
immod~atstly washed cloar by the water flowirip sat the ship. How-
ever, in DnQ case a small canister remainod on deck and rave ofl
)as f:-r at ltaeet 30 minutes. Thc bubbles, so obser-ved"-: from the sub-
marire, WeCe fewer in number than had been -Apwvtrd end aapearod
rultc asall. The fhalure of the devices to clear the side of the
submririne was a surprise to the tx-rionnel from Naval Pesearch Lab-
ortory but is explained by the fact that 11r. !rand, the development
engineer, %Ls under the innression that 203 p.r.i. to used in the
ejector rather than 100 p.u.l. One of the -h ejverted signals ras
a dud snd *as rec-vered on deck when the submarine surfaced, whon it
was irarediately thlrwn over the aide. The Coomanding Officer of the
R-l4 believes that the devices could be ejected from the signal gun
at a maximum rate of one nor minute. However, such rapidity of
ejection was not attained during these tests. 'He muggested that a
speed of at least 5 knots would be beat whene~eeting in order to
insure that all of the small canisters are washed clear of the ship.

h_. Enclosure (B) Is a tabulated suimarry of results ob-
tained on euch of the 16 runs. The range, width of bubble, t[dth
of submarine and intensity of echo shown are those at the best
point. Other readings ottained on the rutis were less satisfactory
than the ones given. The intensity of the bubble echo and the
ubni2rine echo are Eiven for comparison purposes bet-w-e-en thse wo

echous only. The time to "lost echo" Is that from the ejection of
the first shot of the run until all echoes from the bubble were
lost. Sound conditions were very good throughout the day. The
R-lh was making 3 knots durini the tests. The exploelon of the
devices in such close oroxtmity to the submarine ret,'tltd in a high
intensity noise being heard in the submarine, In many eases the
explosion of the device was heard by tne surface ship in its soun4
equipment and this is considered a drawback since it makes known
to the surface ship that a device f saoe kind has been actuated,.

- 2 It-



sP•h'4RI!!Ft�j•y7 IO rTLVER

A 16e - s 681
Serial 07Jn.,it

CONFI••NTIAL

Subject: Test of Devlces to nenerate Bubble cl'-li- for
Submarine ?.vh,•i::n Tactlcs; Fe~or't -n.o

In view of thuw improvement of two *h)ts )vrr one It was ciecitted to
try a run of three shots on run 1.. 10. :Uae.f to ,.elvy In loadln&,
shots No. 1 and 2 were fired as a doutle but twic tLits, effect of
shot j was that it bcoame a sing:le shot with no con-ection buttwoen
it and the first two; the latter are therefore reported as mn 1)&
and the third shot as run 10b. On run No. 11 it was decldsd to
have the Noe make an actual attack on the 3-li; with the subtrkrtne
using evasivoe tactics and usinr a double shot. Thls tr.p•t 9f xun
wAis not Included in the procedure and, as a reolt, a 'risun-teratand-
tog of the signals caused the subrsrine U. VT-c tr,ý cw.- devIces
too early In the attack and they wore inu:ffcct!ve 'n r leading
the attacking ship. .Due to the lhutted njrrber )f deV!nee-., this
run was not repeated. On run Io. 13 the surfuce shlp H-overed over
and slightly astern -f the subt'rine in order to ot-eerve the effect
of surface disturbances at close range. No explosion was hoard but
it was believed that some disturbance was noted aft of t}he surfsce
.essel. Th s may have been the dud mentioned ebove. On r-n No. lI4
run No. 13 was repeated except that the surface ship was farther
oft along the track of the submsrlne. The exolasion was heard and
I minute 20 seconds later Eroupa of bubbles an-roximately 4t inches
in diameter rose to the surface. The main clo-tJ coulc be seen *hile
still quite deep. One minute lfiter, that !a 2 slnutes 20 seconds
after the explosionn, a large cloud o^ bubilA a surfaces in an area
estitated as 10 yards by 11 yards. The entire phenonenon was sim-
ilar on a smaller scale to that observed when a water slug is fired
an was accompanied by apparent diacolorstion or water, due to
presence of bubbles, and by a sliKht turbulence on the surface. it
its to be emphasized that this surface disturbance n.,ased bv the
bubble cloud was not as groat In Taugt-tde as te that of an :rdinary
wator slug. The bubble cloud was visible to the nersonnel in the
atrcratt because the sea wag calm but photo raphs were only success-
ful In one pletun,'oopy of which is enclosed, enclosure (A).

5. One immediately apparent drawback to this device Is
the fact that the •as liberated is hydrogen with the attendins ncs-
stbtllt7 of explosion, should any be lIberated in a confined space
as would happen "re-a one or the devices darag-ed and then wetted.
Eafl device releases 60 cubic feet of free hydrogen. It is, there-
fore, recommended that an attempt be made to utilize less daneerous
gas, or itf no suitable substitute can be found, that careful consider-
ation be given to this matter in order to evaluate the potential
danger versus possible usefulness of the bubble cloud. The neces-
slty for electinc the device by air with tne resultant V-oulae
bubble should be noted.



C-O-P-Y 11:.

SUBI3,,PRI:V. ,'TSION TY.ELVE

Alt-3/s6"3 Jan. 5, 19L3
Serial 07

CORFI DENT IAL

Sub jccia Tests or DOev1Oe to flenerate Bubble Cloud for
Pblmierlne Evaseon Taotics; Renort on.

6. It warn the consensus that at the nresent state of dey-
elopzisnt the bubble cloud Is of little value because results
indicated insufficient echo Intensity and definition are obtained
from the bubble cloud to seriously disturb any underwater sound
operator, it is recommended that a form of shell be developed
which functions without an explosion charge for reasons mentioned
above, In addition, a nea..d fora lrfrer and. po..lbly moree compact
bubble clrud is ip-dicated and while the nellet which gassed for
)0 minutes might have tLen an exceptlorn, it Ins qiito possible
that the others acted in the 28me manner. It Is# therefore,
further reoomornended that an atLeupt be made to design the pellets
in such a fashion thiAt tone 'se is more n:¶ eklv liberated.

b,. A. lOiORY.

Copy toj
BuShipo (Direte) (2)
Cominch (headiness)
Coordinat.or, RPe. k Devel.
Comsubron-7 (less Fno. (H))
Lantflt A.S.e.v Unit,
lest Coist Sound School.
u/we. Sound Lab., NIW.
R-lh (less Eno. (B)).
foa (lase End. (B)).



RUGN DATA S17E1F4 - BUý,bLE CLfU TS
DLCE7!3EH 311, 191;2

RUN -tIDfl 4fTLSIfl(EjH9j TIME TO NO'. PEY3TH CO01'rLNýTS t
so. RANGEs CW7irn& IMI B.U- LMST ECHO OF OF. (Petfers to echo fromn

(minutes) SHOTS S;UB. Nibble)

1. 640 70 180 62 71. 7 60' Echo very muahy.

2. 660 17 25  6,) 5'/ . 0 cho f-virly sharp;
6V ~iitensity eousi to th-At

fror, sub for s~hort
whi le.

3- 70U~ 15) 15a}% 7; ~ 2 60upb. echto excellent
thour-n thiat rf~rom sub
had a -)r" "mnetal1ic'
ruaalt't; Jisuoara
thenn reann-earcd4 cow.-
ý)rfl'ed [•Irrbl ith
Sol); 'thf f iery
fh'irt týratl~on

1'. 900 90 ITO 61Z 65 c-, 1  1! Run N;o.

5.920 100 9- 72' 69 (l/tl W us',y if ter reinching

6. 890 100 1 i0  50 67 5t50* 1 60' r'ushy !,,it 'rith t1ight
quality )f tone be-
hind the- mush.

7. 1000 50 70 56 65 h-i 3., 1 3100 f rch•)P intenrmttent;
- ~neard sheAlls explode.

8. 860 8o .1' 68 68 3'140to 1 100' Good while lasted, but
too short; heard shell
explode.

9, 760 200 l5R 59 76 5 2 110' Tone Lair; heard sec-
ond shell explodes.

IOA.1100 10c 130 66 69 --- 2 100' cluoposcd to be 3 shell-0
let but long delay between

2nd and irdl mushy

1081 n 0o - 62 lo'1h40 1 100'j scratch with echo; both
let & 3rd bubble devata
loned a distinct tripis
echo; both echoes mushy
but difficult to die-
Linguish between bubble

vr- stt "' of' su
NOMTE O.perator may have
confused bub-ble and yak'

"a-- of sub.



RUN I -_~ TTEKVrTfl¶(EC!FO) TIME TO NO. DEPTH C 0 V V$TS:
NO. PAN"- . LOST CTrO OF OF (Refers to echo

-(,inutes) SW'TS ST'B. from !3tTFBLE)

ii. 2006 y-s t½ sub at start; poor ech-'es from 2 130' rvasive tactics;
sub, nco ¶nterforcnce br cloud. fired too soon; no

results.

ie. 4; i> i~l' C. 6b •-i/, 2 125' 1'nard explosion of
shell; difftrent
sound (echo) from
jil & 2, harsh, 2nd
harsh to mushv;
neither echoes fror
sub or clouds very
good.

5, --- -125' F.'i6d underneath
aurfaee ahtp• no
sP'ht no sound.

14o --- 11 ' •rod underneath
•'urface ship; sight-
ed cloud, heard ex-

plosion. 1120, after
r-xii,•ijon saw gz-ou;
-f lsrge bubbles;

S,'0" after explo-
sion large cloud
$ao rwoz. 10 yds. b7
a yds.) of bubbles
surfaced.

15.1200 11 11,r 7? 7f 2 15 0' Heard both explosion
echoes muffled but
some tone; intensity
from sub and cloud
sound very much
alike.

16A 46o 1.,o - ho 35 64 41 w, Peris. Shell fired at per%.
wake ? iscope depth and

did not break the
surface: echo
quality of sub and
cloud stout the sme

lbB ..--.-.. Peris.Fired black smoke
bomb at periscope
depth; resultant
surface disturance
about same as fot
cloud shell (due to
ejection air).



APPENDIX V

C-s868/SS (152 :JAG)hdr January 13, 1943

MEMOPkNDUM, to the Director

Subject: preliminary Test of Device to Generate Pubble
Cloud for Submarine Evasion.

References: (a) BuShips ltr. C-SS/A16-3(330) of December
16, 1942.

(b) Comsublant Confidential Dispatch 181850
of December 1942.

Enclosures: (A) suggested Program of Test by Dr. E. B.
Stephenson, Sound Division, NRL.

(B) Copy of Submarine Division Twelve, Serial
0186, Program of Tests.

On December 31, 1942 Lt. Comdr. R. H. Bullard and
Mr. J. A. Grand of the Laboratory witnessed preliminary tests at
the Fleet Sound School, Key West, Florida of a bubble generating
device developed at the Laboratory. This device known as a
"False Target Shell" is essentially the same as the submarine
emergency identification signal except as to contents and weight.
In place of the flare in the submarine signal, the shell has six
pellets of a lithium hydride-paraffin mixture designed to gener-
ate sixty cubic feet of hydrogen in fine bubbles.

The purpose of these tests was the determination of
the quality and character of the echoes obtained from the "False
Target Shell" in comparison with those obtained from a submarine
under various service conditions. A suggested program ,-Tnclosure
(A7 was obtained from Dr. E. B. Stephenson of the Soun;f Division.
However, upon arrival at Key West it was found that an excellent
program of tests Enclosure (13)7 had already been formulated and
with slight modification the latter program was followed through.

Test party aboard the Destroyer NOA comprised Lt.
Comdr. w. Y. Allen, Commanding Officer of the NOA, Commander
W. A. Gorry, Commander Submarine Division Twelve, Lt. Comdr.
J. B. Swain, Ihateriel Officer of the Fleet Sound School, Radio
Elect. S. Burdock and R.M.2/c J. H. Fink, School Instructors,

Mr. F. 1i. Varney, Bureau of Ships representative, and Mr. Grand.
Test party aboard the Submarine R-14 comprised Lt. Comdr. G. W.
Kehl, Commanding Officer of the R-14, and Lt. Comdr. Bullard.
Sixteen tests were conducted with twenty-four shells. The re-
sults are outlined in Table I.

At the conclusion of the tests Lt. Comdr. Kehl
reported that "signals on ejection just cleared the gun and
dropped on deck to about the poeltion of the after marker buoy,
at which point the burster charge set off and usually threw the
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small pellets clear or they would be washed clear by the forward
motion of the vessel (3 knots). However, in onQt oase a pellet
remained on deck near the after stub mast and bubbled for at
least 30 minutes. The bubbles were fewer in number than was
expected and seemed quite small; so small that it was believed
they would not be seen on the surface except in a glassy sea.
It is believed that the signals could be ejected at a maximum
rate of one per minute." Lt. Comdr. Kehl pointed out the fol-
lowing disadvantages of the shell.

1. The shell doec not clear the submarine.
Suggested making shell lighter. Stated that if
required to use the shell in its present form he
would proceed at 5-6 knots instead of 3 knots as
in the test.

2. Explosive charge. The shell explosion
sounded tremendous inside of the submarine. Ex-
pressed the fear that this noise might be heard bv
AS craft.

3. Impulse bubble. The air expelling charge
might be seen on the Eurface.

Discussion of Results.

Of the 13 tests in which auality comparisons were
made, seven te~ts, 2, 3, L, 7, 8, 15 and 16, gave echoes whose
sound qualities were comparablle to those of the submarine. Five
tests of t•e-lve, namely 3, 4,, 5, 8 and 15, gave echo intensities
of the same magnitude as the submarine abeam. No indications
were found of quality and intensity variations of bubble echoes
with depth not also observable with the submarine. A fairly
satisfactory width of bubble screen was obtained with the "False
Target Shell" although not uniformly as great as that of-a sub-
marine abeam. Good compartson echoes were found at ranges of
600 to 1100 yards, however, at L20 yards and periscope depth the
submarine was easily distinguished from the bubbles by an echo
of much higher intensity. Delay of bubble generation was ap-
proximatel7 one minute. after discharge from the signal ejector;
duration of the bubble screen was then about 3 minutes.

The mechanical drawbacks mentioncd by Lt. Comdr.
Kohl are points well take. First and most serious of those
mentioned is the fact that the shell did not clear the submarine
but landed on the deck. preparation of thesc shells was under-
taken with the information that the shell was ejected from the
signal gun with 200 lbs. air pressure as called for on the blue
prints of the ejector for Submarines 198-200. The signal gun on
the R-14 was designcd to ooerate on 100 lbs. air pressure. The
"False Target Shell' was undoubtedly too heavv for this gun.
However, the shell may be lightened about 85' decreasing its den-
sit- from 1.17 g/cc to 1.08 g/cc. It is a matter of conjecture
whether a shell of this density would leave the gun vwith velocity
sufficient to clear the deck or not under 100 lbs. air presssure.
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By increasing the length of the shell (no manufacturer is at
present set up to do this) it would be possible to adjust the
density to any desired value. It must be borne in mind that a
shell of too low density might surface on ejection.

The second objection raised by the Submarine Com-
mander was the violence of explosion of the burster charge. The
violence of the explosion is probably augmented by exploding on
deck. A shell that cleared the eubmarine (test 16) gave very
weak response inside of the submarine as comnared with those that
exploded on deck. whether the sae thing holds true for echo
ranging response whould be a subject of further test before vari-
ations in nuantity and type of buirsting charge are tried.

Elimination of the third disadvantage, the impulse
babble, would entail modification of subwartne enuinment. By
discharging water through the gun from an auxiliary water tank
by air pressure no impulse bubble would be liberated.

Airplane photographs were not developed at the time
of conclusion of the test so these results are unknown.

Conclusions and Recommendations.

The test results are, on the whole, encouraging. Some
modifications at preeent are necessary, but even in its oresent
form, given ideal conditions, it would iislead experienced oper-
ators. Yr. Burdock and yr. Finck, the sound eculnment onerators
for the test, are experts in their field and yet in test 7 there
was some confusion as to differentiation of the bubbles and the
submarine. However, this ras the exception rather than the rule.
It is recoinended that in future testing the sound operators not
be apprised as to the naturc of the test at first until evasion
runs are carried out. Work is oroceeding on the remaining "False
Target Shells" with the intention of drooning the density as low
as can be safely permitted.

T. A. Grand
Chemistry Division
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TABLE I

Sub Min-Max Width Min-Max Intensity No.of Bubble
Test Depth Range in Degrees in Decibels Shells Echo Dur-
No. (t.1 (yds) Bubbles Sub Bubbles Sub Fired ation (uin)

I 6o 640 50-70 15o-180 62 65-Z4 1
2 6o 61o 100-170 1O0-25o -- 59- 9  1?)

60 79068 0-150 153 72-75 71-72 4-3/4
S 80 50-90 O 4 65 1 2-1/2

5 60 6 20 ;0l10 go 56-72 69 2* 4-1/2
6 60 M -10Q0-10 50 -9:c-7 1 4-1/3

100 1000 o 5o-o?) 70 5 6 1* 3-1/2
0oo 860 50- 0 .120 68 6l-6u 1* 2-1/2

9, 481 O10 760 70-200 150 b.6-59 76 2* L10 100 1100 100-100 13 50-62 62-69 2* i0

11 100 rvjas. run sub fired 2 at start. Heard on NOA, disregarded.
12 125 900 100-120 140 47-48 56-66 2* 2-2/3
17 125 0 Nothing sighted. Heard shell fire.
1t- 125 0 1-1/3 min. after firing sighted some bubbles rising.

2-1/3 min. sighted cloud of bubbles. 30 x 12 feet.
12 150 1100 5O-170 :lio-lo 63-76 79-835 2 6-1/h

35 I2o 50-15 0 3540o0032-38 64 1* 3-1/2

* Indicates explosion of burster charge of one shell heard over
sound eoulpment.

** Number 2, a dud.

Note: Test 11 evasion run, no sound data taken. Tests 13 & 14
were shells fired directly beneath the destroyer to wake
surface observation of the bubbles.

1. "leather, sky overcast. Sea 0-1. Viind 2 mph N-nE.
2. Terp. of water, 75-770 F. Density of water 7 8 0F=I.024v g/cc.
3. Water depth, 100 fathoms.

Remarks

1. Very mushy echo.
2. Same pitch as sub, fairly sharp but long drawn out.

G ood intensity and comparison echo. No. 2. Sub wore metallic.
Very good echo but very short.

5. Mushy tone to echo.
6. Mushy, faint tone. Inter!:ittent strength.

I ntermittent (not readily distinguished on course plotter).
Good echo but too short a time.

9. Fair tone.
10. rushy echoes. (Difficult to tell anything. wakes ?)
11. Sub located 6-1/2 rains. later. Sub then thought run over.
12. Not very definite. Harsh to mushy.
!4. 1/2 to K" diameter. Cloud gave fine wake appearance.
15. oscillating intensity. Sounds uuffled. Tone through muffle.

Good echoes. Sub and bubbles same.
16. Clear metallic echoes from bubbles but not as intense as sub.
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ENCLOSURE (A)

Suggested Program of Test
by Dr. Stephenson, Sound Division, NRL

No. I Submarine at 100 ft. on steady course, speed 3 Kts.
Destroyer on same and paralled course abeam at 700
to 1000 yds.
When good echoes from submarine are obtained,
destroyer signals submarine by supersonic to release
1 shell and destroyer tries to separate echoes from
submarine and bubble screen. Noting intensity and
quality of echoes from screen.

No. 2 Repeat, releasing 3 shells at 30 sec. intervals.

No. 3 Repeat, releasing 3 shells at 30 sec. Reduce time
interval to 15 sec. if possible. Speed 7 Kts.

Yo. 4 Shoot 3 shells at short intervals. Speed 7 Kts.
Make sharp turn to put submarine on far side of
screen, then coast. Note loss of propeller noise.

No. 5 Shoot 3 shells at 20 sec. intervals. Speed 3 Kts.
Turn and continue at 3 Kts. Submarine surface and
compare notes for next tests.

No. 6 Destroyer rakes depth charge from 1000 yds.

Nc. 7 Submarine uses any desired escape tactics.

No. 8 Repeat three times for statistical study.

No. 9 Release 2 shells for flenge-intensity run.
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ENCLOSURE (B)s 68
Serial 0186

SUBMARINE DIVISION TELVE

C0NFI DEYTIAL December 26, 19142

Tests of Device to Generate Bubble Cloud for
Submarine Evasionact5 s "

Reference: (a) BuShips ltr. C-SS/A16-3(330) of 12-16-42.
(b) Comsublant dispatch 181850 of December 1942.

Ships: R-I4 and NOA

Aircraft: Aircraft equipped to photograph.

Area: Cast.

Test Party: Commander Gorry, Lieut-Comdr. swain, Radio Elect.
Burdock, school instructor, and Representatives
of the Bureau of Ships.

Object of Tests: To determine the duration and character of
echoes from a bubble cloud which Is created by a device ejected
from the submarine signal ejector. To determine whether or not
bubble cloud can be seen or photographed from aircraft.

Procedure: Submarine and destroyer underway at 0730 and pro-
ceed to test area. Aircraft join group about 0830. Eight
tests will be made at each submarine keel depth of 60, 100 and
150 feet.

Submarine dive on signalled base course with buoy streamed.
proceed at three knots speed. Report when ready. One minute
after receiving letter 'IQ" over supersonic beam from destroyer,
eject a bubble cloud making device and transmit letter "P" the
instant the device is ejected. After the bubble cloud has
disappeared, the destroyer will transmit the letter "L" twice
as a stand by signal for the succeeding tests. Eight ejections
will be made at intervals of ten to fifteen minutes, depending
upon the persistence of the bubble cloud. The letter signals
to the submarine from the destroyer will be paralleled by
flashing light to the observing aircraft. After eight tests
the submarine will be ordered to adjust depth to 100 feet sub-
merence. Subirarine report when ready and then repeat the same
procodure as for 60 feet depth. After eight ejections, subma-
rine will be ordered to change depth to 150 feet and procedure
will be repeated for a 150 foot depth for eight more ejections.

The destroyer will take station J00 yards on the subma-
rine's beam for the first ejection at each depth and will
average three knots speed on the base course remaining abeam
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s68
Serial 0186 SUBMARINE DIVISIVIN TV.ELV'

CONTFIDENTIAL December 26, 1942

of the submarine. During succeeding ejections at each depth
the destroyer will adjust position to be a distance from sub-
marine of 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100 yards. If
results warrant, the distance may be increased by 200 yard
intervals to observe results at greater ranges.

The destroyer will alternately obtain echoes from the
bubble cloud and the submarine. The duration of time that
echoes can be obtained will be recorded for each ejection.
The quality of the echoes from the cloud for each ejection
will be estimated and recorded. An attempt will be made to
measure the width of the cloud. Destroyer observe any surface
indication of bubble cloud. Submarine observe, if possible,
bubble cloud through periscope and renort results. Submit
submarine bathythermogranh records for each dive.

Aircraft: Arrangements have been made to have photographic
or observing plane narticipate in the tests. If bubble cloud
can be seen the aircraft is reauested to ohotograph it as often
as possible. Report on results obtained should be forwarded
for inclusion in final report. Differentiate between results
which were obtained under varying conditions of sea (if such
exist) and times of day. Communicate with NOA on 4230 Kcs.
Exercise call for plane GEW, Exercise call for NOA GAW.

Submitted:
(signed)

W. A. Gorry,
Commander, U. S. Navy,

Commander Submarine Division Twelve.

Approved:
(signed)

E. H. Jones,
Captain, U. S. Navy,

Commander Service SQuad".uon Nine.

Distribution:
R-lL
NOA
Each Representative Present from BuShips
Comdr. Fleet Air r'ing Twelve (3)
Comascrvron-9
Comsubdiv-12
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U.S. S. SEMYES

AG24/s68/(016)
% Fleet Post Office,

CCWFIDFNTIAL New York, New york,
March 16, 1943.

From: Commanding Officer
To- Director, Naval Research Laboraton,

Washington, D. C.
Via: Commanding Officer, Atlantic Fleet,

Anti-Submarine Warfare Unit.
Comander Submarines, Atlantic Fleet.

Subject: Service test of Naval Research Laboratory
Device to generate bubble clouds for sub-
marine escape tactics.

References: (a) ComSubLant Conf. Ltr. A16-3/(0291) of
February 24, 1943.

(b) NRL Conf. Ltr..C-&68/ss(220) of
February 20, 1943.

Enclosures: (A) Recorder traces of attack and
controlled runs.

(B) Plot of courses of SEIMES and
CACHALOT during runs.

(C) Plot of bearings vs time for first
controlled run (target angle 060
to 090).

1. The subject tests were conducted in the New
London area during the period February 25 through march 10, 1943.

2. The procedure outlined in enclosure (A) of
reference (b) was followed as closely as possible. The first
tests consisted of six runs on the submarine, with the sub-
marine using escape tactics, running at an eighty foot depth
without a buoy. The next tests were made with the submarine
towing a buoy. The first four runs with the buoy were definitely
controlled in that the SEMES positioned herself so as to
have a target angle of first, ninety degrees, then zero, then
two runs with a target angle of one hundred and eighty degrees.
Three more runs were then made with the submarine using escape
tactics but with the conning officer unable to see the buoy.
The buoy was merely used to help analyze the results. The
third set of tests consisted of Static drop tests. These were
curtailed as the results showed very little information was to
be gained. Also the danger from a possible hangfire to the
personnel in the small boat was very great. A special holder
had to be used, and there was no way to cut loose a hangfire
without losing the only holder.
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U. -. S. SEMMES

AG2h/S68/(016) March 16v 1943

CONFIDENTIAL

Subject: Service test of raval Research Laboratory
Device to generate bubble clouds for sub-
marine tactics.

3. Enclosure (A) contains the recorder tracings
for the vairious runs and enclosure (B) contains the plot of
the course of the SEIPES and the CACHALOT during the runs
plotted from d&ta taken. For plotting the results, the buoy
proved to be invaluable. Also it enabled the SEV!ES to make
a good estimate of the final success or failure of the attack.
The conning was done by "seaman's eye" methods. No aids other
than the Sangamo Chemical Recorder were used. The Bell tele-
phone QBF sound gear was used. This is not enuinped with
S.L.O.

4. In all runs without the buoy the attack worked
into either an astern or ahead attack except in the fifth run.
In this type of an attack the "Doppler" effect was a complete
giveaway to the experienced operators on the SEVMS and they
found it quite easy to distinguish between the false echo and
the target. In fact on the fifth run the operators were changed
and the new operator was not even aware of the fact that any-
thing out of the ordinary was happening. He reported the pres-
ence of the false echo but kept on the target because of its
doppler. In the sixth run of this set the SEMNES ran directly
over the submarine. This was definitely established by the
strong SWND indication. For the other attacks the results are
estimated. The miss in the last case was due to the conning
officer giving insufficient lead. In none of these runs was the
operator or conning officer "fooled". It was noted, however, tha
that there was a neriod of confusion when the bubble was strong-
est and it is felt that an inexperienced operator or one not
trained to realize the value of the target's donoler could easily
go astray at this stage of the attack.

5. of the second dayts runs, the first four were
purely artificial. As was suspected from the first day's runs,
the case in which the target angle was ninety degrees (condition
in which the target had no dopplcr) proved the most confusing
to the onerator. Enclosure (C) shows on a plot of bearings vs
time how badly an experienced opcrator was fooled even when he
knew that was being donQ. It is hoped that more runs of this
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U. S,.S. SE.ES

AO2h/868/(016) March 16, 1943.

CONFIDENTIAL

Subject: Service test of Naval Research Laboratory
Device to generate bubble clouds for sub-
marine escape tactics.

type enali:zed by a plot can be made in the future as one run
carmot be called conclusive. The other runs with zero and
one hundred and eighty degree target angles merely verified
the results of the day before, that the doppler is a dead
giveaway. One peculiar occurrence hapyened. On the third
run the SEMIES was dead in the water and the bubble cloud
apparently drifted over the nrojector cutting out all sig-
nals. This is probablv only of academic interest as even at
slow speeds the ship is through the cloud very quickly.

6. The attack runs with the buoy apneared to be
successful in the first two cases. However, on the second run,
in which the CACHALOT stopped, the successful attack on the
part of the SEMOES was largely luck. The recorder operator
was confused bv the two echoes on the paper. Both echoes
were cuite strong and the conning officer was also confused.
This was a point that had not been previously realized, that
where two or wore distinct echo traces are present on the
recorder, while the sound operator may know which is which,
the recorder operator may not and he may fire on the wrong
trace or give the wrong speed and range to the conning officer.
On the last run two PILLENWERFER were released in such a posi-
tion that three traces were visiblo on recorder and the attack
was generally confused. The conning officer was heading in on
the correct course until about five hundred yards from the
target but at the very end he got bearings that apparently were
taken from one of the bubbles and he turned hard left to cross
the supposed target causing him to pass astern of the submarine.

7. The following drop tests were made with these
results. (Times are measured from apnroximate instant of
trigger pull. In most cases times are inaccurate as it was
difficult to tell the instant trigger was pulled. The
average time to fire was about twenty to twenty-five seconds.)
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U. s s. SEM/ES

AG214/s68/(0l6) March 16, 1943

o @iWFTIDENTTIAL
Subject: Service test of Naval Research Laboratory

Device to generate bubble clouds for sub-
marine escape tactics.

---------------------------------- ------ W----------

Roughly it is concluded that one minute after release an
echo can be obtained and it is lost almost three minutes
later. The bubble cloud was only seen once by boat re-
leasing PILLEV"ITRFER and then only briefly.

8. The following conclusions were reached as
to the value of PILLEL"-TRFER:

(a) If they are dropDed in large enough
Quantities the attack would definitely be confused
and probably would nislead the attacking ship in
many cases.

(b) If they could be made of longer per-
sistence, once the area is clouded with them
attempts to regain contact with the submarine
after an unsuccessful attack would be very difficult.

(c) The discharge of air when the projectile
is fired from the submarine xs plainly visible in
the form of a surface bubble and confirms to the
surface ship the presence of a submarine.

(d) The underwater detonation can be heard
on the sound gear and should be very easily hoard
by any shin enuipoed with sonic listening.

(e) An experienced onerator who can recog-
nize "doppler uffcct" has no trouble distinguishing
between the submarine and the echo, particularly
on an astern or an ahead attack, although the
sound of the echo is in gcneral very much like that
received from a submarine.

(f) The operator is trot likely to be fooled
when the submarine is crossing the course of the
destroyer in which case the submarine also has no
doppler.
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APPENDIX VI

U. 5 • S. SETEss

AG2h/S68/(OI6) March 16, 1943.

CONIDENTIAL

Subject: Service test ofsNaval Research Laboratory
Device to generate bubble clouds for sub-
marine escape tactics.

----------------------------------------------------------

(g) A great many duds were experienced by the
submarine but only on one out of the twelve drop tests,
and that charge hit bottom and wee damaged. It sub-
sequently failed to fire. arany failed to fire the
first time but in each case it was found the trigger
had never been pulled. In some cases a very strong
pull had been applied as the wire to the trigger
had broken. This would seem tb indicate that, when
ejected by the submarine's gun, the trigger probably
over-rode without being pulled as the nrojectile
left the gun.

9. In general it is the oninion of this conrand
that PILLEr"tERFER is very well suited for use against the type
of attack which our destroyers employ but it is not suitable
for use at present by our submarines as long as the enemy
usc sonic listening as their onrimary detection method rather
than echo ranging. It is recornended that the program be
carried out until more date is collected and the exact value
of the PILLEtB°•RFLR more corrpletely determined, by means of
controlled attacks. Then the good and bad points may be pre-
sented to our submarines, so that when the day comes that
they feel the need for such a device it will be developed
and ready to be given to them. As a recommendation, the
method of release should be changed so that no visible
sign is given. Also the release should be made as silent
as possible.

W . I. BULL

Copies to:
Naval Research Laboratory (Original)
Naval Research Laboratory (1 cony direct)
C.0. Atlantic Fleet A-S Warfare Unit*
Commander Submarine, Atlantic Flect*
Cominch (Readiness Section)
Bubhips (Att: Cowdr. Loomis)
ComSubRon ONE
C.0., U.S.S. CACHALOT
C.O., East Coast Sound School, Key West, Fla.
File
*Enclosurc with original.
Note: Enclosure "A" with original only.
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APPENDIX VII

C-S68/S ()'52 JAG)hdr March 10, 1943

MEMORANDUM to the Director

Subject: Service Tests of Naval Research Laboratory
Device to Generate Bubble Cloud for Subma-
rine Evasion Tactics.

Reference: (a) NRL Conf. Ltr. C-s68/SS(220) of February
20, 19h5.

(b) Comsublant Conf. Ltr. A16-5(0261) of
February 24, 1.943.

U Pfeference (a) is the proposed program of tests
Sprepared by Commander W. L. Pryor, Jr., of the Laboratory.

Reference) (b) is Comsublant's approval of the program to be
conducted by the U. S. Submarine CACHALOT and U. S. Destroyer
SEMES.

2. The subject device known as "False Target Shell"
is essentially the same as the Submarine Emergency Identifi-
cation Signal exceot as tc contents and weight. of slightly
negative buoyancy it contains six cans 2-7/8" x 1-7/8" of
a lithium hydride-paraffin mixture designed to generate
fifty-three cubic feet of hydrogen in fine bubbles on ejection
from the signal shell case. This bubble cloud serves as a
false target for submarine echo-ranging attack approach.

3. In accordance with references (a) and (b) tests
were conducted with the "False Target Shell" at New London
on February 25-27, 1943. Coyrnander F. K. Looais, Lt. (J.g.)
J. H. Curtiss and ?r. F. r. Varney of the Bureau of Ships,
and Lt. C. L. D. Allen and mr. J. A. Grand of the Laboratory
were present to witness the tests. No tosts were made on
February 25 due to janwrinE of the submarine's signal ejection
gun. On February 26, six tvazion runs were carried out with
the submarine Comranding Ofi ieer firtng "False Target Shells"
at hrLs discretion. Throughout the conduct of the evasion
ort:rations the submarine maintained a depth of 80 feet. One
shell only was fired in all runs except in one case where
tro shells were ejected. In two of the six runs the submarine
heard the destroyer pass over hcad. The consensus of opinion
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of the ob~trver aboard the BSEY7ES was that although the
bubbles gave, an echo comnarable in qualit.y and intensity
to that obtained from the CACHALO T the two echoes could
be differentiated by the lack of Doppler from the bubbles.

4. Although some confusion resulted from the use
of the "False Target Shell" its definite value in evasive
tactics could not be ascertained from these tests. A series
of controlled runs with the CACHALOT streaming a marker buoy
were conducted the following day. Data from these observations
of February 27 is summarized below. In all cases the submarine
proeeeded at a depth of 65-70 feet at 3.2 knots unless other-
wise. noted. During the first four runs the submarine followed
a set base course while in the last three runs the submarine
used evasive tactics. The destroyer in all runs except the
first simulated attack condittons. All times given are In
oinutcs and seconds with zero time as C-t-g-t-e.

Run -l. Destroyer followed parallel course slightly ahead
of submarine abeam at a range of 800 yards. Under these con-
ditions no Doppler is received from the sub and a slight
Doppler from. the bubbles. The submarine fired a shell at
5-00. Sound onerator left the submarine and began to range
on bubbles at 4±-00. At 3-10 the run was concluded with
the sound operator still ranging on the bubbles.

Run #2. Destroyer 1200 yards dead ahead of submarine.
Submarine fired dud bubble shell at 3-00. Although sound
operator became confused in the riddle of the run a successful
attack was made at 7-00.

Run #3. Destroycr approaching submarine's stern from an
initial range of 600 yards. Shell fired at 3-00. Destroyer
began receiving good double echo at h-00. From 5-00 to
7-00 destroyer in bubble cloud which squelched all echo
ranging. No bearings and ranges could be determined by echo-
ranging while in this blanketed area. At 7-00 the submarine
was momentarily ranged and lost again until 8-00 when contact
was maintained until the conclusion of the run at 10-25.
Destroyer not under way.

Run A. Repeat test of runi #5 with two shells to be fired
instead of one. Initial range 500 yards. Shell fircd at
3-00. Bubble echo first re.ceived at k-00. From 4-30 to
9-00 at a range of 600-700 yards the bubblcL gBve a stronger
echo than the subrarinc but no Dopnoler. Although the bubble
echo was mor' intense than the submarine the Doonler from the
latter waz still distinguishable. At 9-15 the submarine fired
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a second shell which was first ranged by the destroyer at
10-00. From 11-30 to 12-30 the destroyer was passing through
o bubble arrs; during this period no bearings could be taken.
The operator of the- range recorder was confused in this run
becausc of the multiplicity of traces recorded.

Evasion Runs (diff(trent sound operator aboard SEMMES).

Run P"5. Initial range 24v00 yards. The submarine fired a
shell at 5-29 and continued on base course until 7-00
when it began an 800 righ&t turn completed at 11-06, the
conclusion of the run. At 6-10 the destroyer had closed
in to 1000 -rard ranre, from which time tlhe sound onerator
began to oscillate in ta•ing bearings from bubbles to sub-

-3U.r c. n b• a k ' 7 n- _a -. 4 1-"

yard range.

Run #6. nitial range 2700 yards. Submarine fired shells
at 3-00 and h-05 and executed 600 right turn from 3-00
to 6-00; submarine stonned all engines from 7-00 to 17-00,
the tine of conclusion of the rvm. Destroyer closed in to
1500 yards at 6-50 t-hen first double echo nicked up. Al-
though some confusion, destroyer apoarently made a success-
ful attack at 10-10.

Run #7. Initial range 2500 yards. Subrarine fired shells
at 4-39 and 5-hi and executed a ho" left turn from 6-00 to
8-00, returning to bezc course frem 9-00 to 12-00. Destroyer
first echo-ranged buboles at 5-20 at a range of 1050 yards.
Operator lost submarine and ranged bubbles from 6-00 to
7-00 when target trace onerator called attention to this
fact and sound onerator relocated the submarine. At 8-10
simulated attack fired at 2nd set of bubbles instead of true
target; this was due to confusion of the onerator of the
range recorder and not the sound onerator.

5. Among the disadvantages of the "False Target Shell"
is the use of an air slug for 6jecting the shell. The re-
sultant surface disturbance, although momentary, may be seen
b-r surface craft several hundred yards away. This drawback
could be elimlratr d by, firing the shell with a water slug
instead of air. Another handicap, probably more serious with
sonic than with sunersontc eouipmcnt, is the sound created by
the black powder exoellent charge. Both of the above mentioned
cifficulties woujd be rnmoved by the use of an ejector like
the German "Pillenwerfer" nodificd by the addition of a safety
pop-off valve to the muzzle. Relatively little danger would
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be involved In the use of an ejector of the piston type and
further the chemical could be stored in cons instead of the
more expensive signal cases.

6. The "False Target Shell" has in these tests
demonstrated the nossibility ofz

(a) Confusing an experienced sound operator.
(b) Confusing the range recorder operator.
(c) Squelching momentarilV all echo-ranging.

It is to be noted that in all individual tests a maximum
number of twio shells was used, while in actual service use a
larger nuwber could be used.

eos. A. Grand
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C0- 68/SS(452:JAG)map March 29, 1943

MEPtORANDUM to the Director

Subject. Sound Test at New London of Varied Expelling
Charges in Device to Generate Bubble Cloud
for Submarine Evasion Tactics (False Target
Shell).

Reference: (a) BuOrd ltr. to Nyd Washington, No. S70-
1(9), Serial No. 02-3-9, dated Feb. 2,
1942, requesting mod•flcatlon of ep-l
lent charge in false target shell.

Enclosure: (A) Program of Test Procedure.

l. Preliminary service tests demonstrated the
necessity of reducing the expelling charge in the subject
device because of the high order intensity noise produced
by the explosion. In accordance with reference (a), Mr.
S. P. Lewis of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory prepared four
shells with an 18 gram smokeless powder charge and four
shells witt.1 24 gram sniokeluss powder charge in place of
the standaid y gram black powder charge. These shells
contained dumrmny pellets of wax in place of the chemical
pellets.

2. Cormmander Wf. L. Pryor, Jr., Dr. H. L. Saxton,
W.O. R. H. Whitehead, Mr. W. 144. Stifler and ýr. J. A.
Grand from the Laboratory and Iyr. F. N. Varney of the
Bureau of Ships witnessed sonic and supersonic listening
tests of these shells as well as standard shells at New
London on ?'arch 25th. The test procedure followed the
program, Enclosure (A), with the exception that Run #6 of
part Two was omitted.

3. sound recordings of the tests of Part One made
aboard the AMADA & 1985 by Mr. D. P. Love of the Underwater
Sound Laboratory, deronstrate a marked reduction in sound
intensity by the use of the 18 and 2b- gram smokeless powder
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charges. No "sonic scrambled egg effect", i.e. sounds oro-
duced by bubbles leaving the surface of the chemical, by the
use of chemical shells could be noted. A condensed copy of
these sound record½ rs will be sent to the Laboratory. The

sounds heard over the Q.' aboard the SEMMEI rere quite loud
due to the fAct that the shells exploded quite close to the

sound dome. In all tests of part One the pellets were
ejected frow the shell cases by the exoelling charges.

4. T"he nrimrsry purpose of the tests of part Two was
to deterrine if the nellets would be ejected bv the reduced
explosive c .arges at the orobable maximura depth of use. In
all tests, .. xcopt Run #2, the pelleta were ejected from the

shell cases. The shell used in Run #,2 was a dud, probably
caused by a oriwer misfir2. Very feeble or no reports were
heard over the QBP in the tests of Part Two.

5. WI 'ti e a Now Londc,i, arrangements were made for
the writer to visit the Electric Boat Co. in order to ascer-
tain the possibilities of using sblvage connections or other
openings in a submarine for attachxr.ent of a "Pillenwerfer" type
ejector. The salvage connection is the only opening available
and that is not very s uitable as it coons on the topside of the
hull two to four feet from the deck, depending upon the com-
partment. Further, the salvage opening is only three inches
at the weld which would perwit only of using about a one-inch
pill

Joseph A. Grand,
Chemistry Dept.
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C -o-P-Y
TENTATIVE PROGRAM U.` FALSE TARGET SHELL TESTS PARCH 25, 1943

Part One (Semmes, Amada and 1985 particioating)

The Semmes will take 3osition about 1000 yards distant fromthe Amada and 1985 anchored off Fisher's Island at about 1i':3O.The Sevres will transmit by signal light the letter "p" whenready to proceed with the tests. The 1985 will answer if readywith the letter "P" or if not ready wIth the letter "H" for hold.If both craft are in readiness the Senmies will slgnal R! forReadiness Run #l and 1 minute later send a long dash for execute.At the moment the execute signal is sent the Semmes will trip thefiring lever or the false target shell at a depth of 80 feet.Eight runs will be made as enumerated below using the same signal.ling procedure as above with ahells of varying powder charge.The 8exr:es will note if tVe cans are ejected from the shell andalso note over the oBF qualitatively the relative intensity ofthe sound made by the expellent charge. The first two runs willbe used for sonic adjustment purposes by the 1985 and the Arnadain order to record the sound rwade by the burster charge in runs#1 to 8 inclusive, as well as any "sonic scrambled egg effect"that might be found in runs #2# #7 and #8 with chemical shells.

Run #1 28 gram powder charge. DuWhy pellets (Wax).

Run #2 " " I It Chermicl pellets (Standard
False Target Slhells)Ru/ 2 . Dur-my pellets.

Run -F4 I" if ,t ,, , ,

Run #5 18 f ? ti . I,

Hun #6 It I " ,, If It

Run #7 28 " It I Chemical pellets.

Run #8 " " I I I,, i

Part Two (Semmes only)

The Somnes, on the conclusion of the tests of Part One willproceed to a point off Fisher's Island where a depth of 300 feetis available. The Semmes will trip six shells as noted belowmaking the same observations as in Part Onu.

Run #1 18 gram powder charge. Dummy pellets.

Run #2 ? 11 if 0 11 11

Run #3 24 i it " " ,

Run •h "? " ft

Run .#5 S " 28 Chemical pellets.

Run #6 6 "t I,
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Copy to:
CO SEMMES
CPOinc 1935
CO ATJADA
15r. Varney
Mr. Grand
Signalman
Cordr. Pryor
Mlr. Loye
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c-s68/ss (452: JAG)msp May 3, 19h3

1EMORANDUY'" to the Di±'e•¢c

Subject: Deep Water saound Test at portsrouth, N. H., Of
False Tarvet 2hell.

References: (a) Memo. to Director; c-s6B/s,,()'52), dated
March 29, 19h5. Sound tests of varied
expelling charges in false Target Shell.

(b) Bu•ships Lr. to BuOrd, C-SS/Ah6(p10),
dated San. 25, 193o, requesting that
NOL(Wash.Nyd) be authorized to modify
exoelling charge and furnish NRL with 50
sbell cases and modified charges for
chemical loading.

(c) FuOrd ltr. to Nyd, Wash., 570-1(9)Re2e,
Serial 02-3-9, dated Feb. 2, 1943, author-
Izing request of Reference (b).

i. The sound tests at New London of March 25
(Ref. (a)) indicated that a 20 gram smokeless powder expel-
ling charge in place of the standard 28 gram black powder
charge satisfactorily reduced the noise level of the ex-
pellent explosion. In accordance with References (b) and
(c) the Naval Ordnance Laboratory supolied fifty modified
expelling charges and fifty Mark 2 Mod. 2 Submarine EuergencY
Identification Signal cases, These cases wore loaded with
chemical pellets at the Bellevue Magazine under NRL super-
vision. Twenty-five of the False Target Shells were loaded
with the normal chemical mixture, while the remaining twenty-
five had 1% by weight of a wetting agent added to the chemical
mixture. From laboratory experiments it is believed that more
efficient bubbling is obtained by the addition of thu wetting
agent in that smaller bubbles are released.

2. Five of each of the two tynes of False Target
Shell were sent to the Portsmouth Navy Yard, Portsmouth,
N. H. for test in conjunction with the decp submergence
run of the uSS BALAO (SS285). Tests were conducted in
deep water about 16 miles off Portsmouth on April 27th
with the UST SE!MEIS (AG2b,) and USS I-IARTHA'S VIN-EYARD
(IX97) coonerating. The Fals( Target Shells were only a
small part of the program as tests were also mado by
representatives of the Bureau of Ships, Portsmouth Navy
Yard, David Taylor Model Basin, UndefwatUr Sound Labora-
tory of New Loudon and the Vhood's Hole Oceanographic
Institute. Infor-mation given her6 only concerns the
bubble generation problem. Comdr. V;. L. Pryor Jr.,
Lt. F. If,. Kittler, Dr. P. N. Arnold and Mr. W. vI. Stifler
of th6 Naval Research Laboratory and Mr. F. M. Varney of
the Burzeau of Ships aboard the SEUMS arid Mr. J. A. Grand
of NFL aboard the EALAO witnessed the tests.
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3. At a denth of 412 feot a green smoke bomb was
ejected from the BALAO to determine if the ejector andsignal would function properly at this denth. it is thought
that this sienal fired before reaching the surface and wasdrowned as the SEMMES reported no signal. Fuse time of the
smoke bomb is 25 seconds, so it would be necessary for the
signal to have an upward velocity of at least 16.5 feet oer
second to di:charge on the surface. Two green smoke bombsrere fired at a deoth of 300 feet, both of which failed tofunction. At this depth, with submarine speed 1-1/2 knots,
four Palse Target Shells were fired. Poth tyres of FalseTarget shell were fired alternately at intervals of anrroxi-mately three minutes beginning with the non-wetting agent
tvoe. The fEiTS recorded echo ranging on Lhe submarine andbubbles, w-rhile the N'ARTHA'S VINEYARD recorded on sonic equip-ment the expelling charge noise. Observers aboard the SEMMESreported that echoes from the False Target Shells were ofexcellent intensity and quality. Recordings and data taken
by the SEM7ES, MARTHA'S VINEYARD, and the BALAO will be
forwarded to the Laboratory. Before coming to periscope
depth a green smoke bomb was fired at 200 feet which functioned
correctly.

4. It was intended to fire a series of False TargetShells at periscone depth (62-61L feet) with submarine speed6 knots with the NARTH'S VINEYARD directly astc(rn of the
BALAO to determine whether the bubbles had any sonic maskingproperties, but the gate valve on the muzzle of the signal
ejector jammed after firing one False Target Shell. Unfor-tunately, the MARTHA'S VINEYARD was changing records at the
time of firing of this shell.

5. The subject of a new type of signal ejector,better suited to the needs of the False Target Shell, was
discussed with Cantain A. I. VcKee of the Portsmouth NavyYard. The need for a new type of ejector had already been
anticipated because of the frenuency of derangements
occurring in the Service with the present model. Captain
McKee was of the oninion that an ejector suitable for thesubmarine signal and at the same tire suitable for theFalse Target Shell could be designed.

Joseph A. Grand
Chemistry Division.
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october l4, 1942

YPY0RPY7DU to the Director

On July 28, I9Q.2, Comdr. .allory, Bureau of Ships,
informed the writer by telephone that Lieut. Raitz would visit
the Laboratory for a conference on an urgent problem. On the
same dste Lieut, haitz called at the Laboratory to discuss the
use of chenmical materials for forming a false target of sub-
marines for the sounding apparatus aboard enemy ships. To daue
it appears that a ship's wake, a cloud of air bubbles, or
temperature differences will give reflections similar to the
hull of a submarine. The important condition apparently being
a rather sharp cha:ýge in density of the water, the exact mech-
anism of the reflection being under study in NDRC.

Lieut. Raitz, Dr. Burgess and the writer discussed
various compounds which would decompose to give small bubbles
in water to change the density by a controllable amount. These
compounds were sodium oeroxide, hydrouen neroxide, mixed oxide
and KOX as 02 producing comnounds, carbon dioxide snow, alkali
carbonates and bicarbonates with suitable dry acids (alka-selt-
zer types), as C02 nroducing comnounds. Also various alkali
metals as hydrogen producing corpocunds were discussed. The
using of a fine air soray was discussed with Dr. Borgstrom.

On July 29th, Lieut. Raitz returned to the Laboratory
to sec some materials tried in a water bath. The bath used was
4 Ift. high with glass windows giving good observation of the
reactions.

Catalyzed mixed oxides gave a very vigorous reaction
and large bubbles. Then NaCl was added as an inert material
and nellets made with the mixed oxide. One sample contained
NaCI L0%, MOX 60%, a second NaCI 60%, i'OX )10%. A reasonably
large volume of small bubbles formed in the tank which lasted
for several minutes. The 60% MOX pellets reacted and descended
more slowly than the 40% material. The reaction with the nel-
lets (approx. aspirin pellet size) was over in from 1/2 to 1
minute time. Large pressed chunks, 2 to 3 cm. in diameter,
reacted in approximately the save time and gave large bubbles
which rose rapidly to the surface and disappeared.

Lieut. Raitz discussed the problem with Mr. R. L.
Tuve who sugtested calcium phosphide as a compound with suit-
able characteristics. The rate of gas production being easily
controlled by the size of Particles. The gas formed from the
comrercial calcium phosnhide has an unoleasant odor which would
be disagreeable if set free in a closed space. The odor is not
due to phosphine, but nrobably to arsine from the arsenic pres-
ent as the impurity in the ohosnhide. The nhosrhide reacted
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with the water slowly and regularly to give a well defined cloud
of bubbles. The phosphine burned on contact with the oxygen in
the air with a sharp crackling.

50% H140 was decomposed by oouring a sca1itton of KnO14
and the peroxide each through a tube into a pocket or mixing
chamber in a rubber stopper under the surface of the water. A
cloud of small bubbles were dispersed which disopneared slowly.
A dark brownish color was also present due to excess catalyst.

CC, snow in sizes that descerded gave bubbles which
were too large and smaller pieces roas to the surface.

Larger chunk9 of the 60% mOX tuixture, l-73/min. in
diameter, welching approximately 70 gin.. , v,ere prepareed and
dropped into the river one at a timei. large bubbles canme to the
surface, but the wQter naturally was too muddy to observe any
fine bubbles in the vicinity of the dec, ormposing chunk.

DISCUSSION:
The phenomiena of sound reflection from a location in an

extent of r,-ater 1z foand where there is a change in the density
of the water. The ch"-Lge in density or the rate of change for
a reasonable refl.ootton is not known to the writer. Howe-'er,
density changes due to temperature differences are renorted tv.
produce a sound reflection.

The maximum temrperature differences renorted in sea
vatcr are around h4oF. (the highest. reported around 800F., the
lowest around hOOF.) however, It would anpear unreasonable if a
difference of more than one-fourth this amount (100F.) occurred
in a short distance or boundary layer from which reflection
could be obtained. On curve #1 the difference in density of sea
water from 860F. to 770F. (90F.) is 1,021j25 - 1.02260 or 0.00165
while the difference from 410F. to 50%F. (90F.) is 1.02860 -
1.02785 or 0.000725.

Now choosing as the average density of sea water
1.02686 (value at 590 or 600P.) the fraction of the volume in
each cubic foot occupied by gas at the average density changewould be 0.00120

wud 0120 = 0.O0116 or 0.116%. where (a) and (b) are

the major and minor semi axes respectively of an ellipse, the
volume of the spheroid formed by rotation of the ellipse about
its major axis is given by V = h/3Wab2. Considering that a
suitable target elliptical in shape and equal in shape to the
solid of rotation of the ellipse rould be 150 feet in length and
20 feet in diameter at the center the volume would be in cu. ft.-- 31 150o- (20)'

Approx. 1*150"400 cu.ft.
60,000 ou.ft.

60,000 x 0.00116 = 69.6 cu.ft. of gas to get
the density change considered. Also this is the volume at the

**.- Correction:
This line should read 4(1'150'4h00) cu.ft. and should

be carried through the calculation.
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depth desired. Assuming 125 ft. to center where the prussure
in the sea water would b 125"62'5 x 1.02686

144 I55.6 lbs/sq.in.

The gas volume is then 6).65.6 = 263. ft3 at one atmosphere

and the average temperature chosen 6 00F. This figure does not
take into account the weight of the gas or the solubility in sea
water. Both cf these values depend on the gas used. In case
one foot thickncess of gas filled water 150 ft. long and 20 feet
high was satisfactory the volume would be 150 x 1 x 20 = 3000
cu. ft. or 1/20 of the calculated volume and only 1/20 of the
gas volume would be required.

From the date of this visit to the present, work has
been done on this Droblea at odd timeE.

During the v!eek of October 5th, T. N. Varney, Bureau
of Ships, visited the Laboratory three times on the problem and
a confidential letter from the Bureau of Ships, C-8S/A1 6 -3(3 1 0),
has requested pellets for trial. They wish one hundred units.
Men in the section on h'gh flying and material testing have been
put on this work to finish it quickly. In the meantime, Lieut.
J, T. Burwell asked that I interview a Polish refugee in Balti-
more. The data apparently is on German equipment for problems
other than this one. Tue conference was reported in confiden-
tial merorandum to thne Director of October 13th.

R. R. Miller,
Chemistry Diviaion
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

-- memorandum
7103/104

DATE: 24 September1996

FROM: James R. Griffith (Code 6107)

Burton G. Hurdle (Code 7103)

SUBJECT: REVIEW OF REF. (a) FOR DECLASSIFICATION

TO: Code 1221.1

VIA: Code 6100

Code 7100

REF: (a) NRL Confidential Report #P-2086 by J.A. Grand and D.S. Burgess, June

1943 (U)
(b) DoD Dir. 5200.9

1. Reference (a) is a report on the development and testing of an acoustic false
target generator for U.S. submarines. Small air bubbles were generated and
discharged from torpedo tubes. The report is the result of a joint effort between the
Chemistry and Sound Divisions.

2. Both the chemical and acoustical technologies are widely known today.

3. Reference (a) was declassified by reference (b).

4. Based on the above, it is recommended that reference (a) be declassified with no
restrictions.

AI~IES R. GRIFFITAk BURTON G. HURDLE
Chemistry Division Acoustics Division

"OPTIONAL FORM NO. 19
(REV). 1-80)
GSA FPMR(41 CFR) 101-11.6
5010-114


